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Introduction

Viz Multiplay gives broadcasters a powerful tool for controlling studio screen
content. The simple interface can be used in the control room or by the presenter
in the studio.
The main features of Viz Multiplay are:
• Send content quickly to multiple screens,
• Dynamic control from a single interface,
• Controls live, video, graphics and still content.
This section contains the following topics:
• Document Structure
• Related Documents
• Customer Feedback and Suggestions
• Customer Support Requests

1.1

Document Structure
This User’s Guide includes both information on the technical aspects of
installation and maintenance, as well as instructions for end users.
• Viz Multiplay provides an overview of the features of Viz Multiplay and the
various workflows that it supports.
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• Setup describes how to install and run Viz Multiplay, and how to set it up to
work with other applications, such as Viz Trio and newsroom control systems.
• Using Viz Multiplay describes how to use the Viz Multiplay application on your
desktop or tablet device.
• Tools describes the set of editors within Viz Multiplay that are used during
setup of videowalls and studios.
• Workflows explains how to setup and use Viz Multiplay in step-by-step
instructions.
• Troubleshooting lists tips for troubleshooting Viz Multiplay.

1.2

Related Documents
• Viz Trio User’s Guide: How to use the Viz Trio client, and configure the output
channels and playout pages in shows, based on templates.
• Screencast User’s Guide: Screencast is a screen grab tool, designed to fit the
Vizrt workflow. It sends static screenshots or live-stream content from the
desktop to air.
• Sequencer Ingest User’s Guide: Sequencer Ingest is a Windows service that
monitors an ingest folder for image files, and adds these files to a defined
show on the Media Sequencer.
• For more information on integrating with Viz One, please contact your local
Vizrt customer support team at www.vizrt.com .
For more information about all of the Vizrt products, visit:
• www.vizrt.com
• Vizrt Documentation Center
• Vizrt Training Center
• Vizrt Forum

1.3

Customer Feedback and Suggestions
We encourage suggestions and feedback about our products and documentation.
To give feedback and, or suggestions, please identify your local Vizrt customer
support team at www.vizrt.com .
1. Click on Contact (top of page).
2. The Vizrt office which is nearest to your location will be shown, or select from
the list of Vizrt offices.
3. Click on the Contact button for the office you want.
4. Complete the required details in the window that opens.
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Note: If this message is for Customer Support, and there is a Support Contract in
place, then click on the ‘For support requests, please visit our support portal’ link in
the message window.

A Vizrt representative will contact you as soon as possible.

1.4

Customer Support Requests
Support Requests are supported by Vizrt if customers have a valid Service
Agreement in operation. Customers who do not have a Service Agreement and
would like to set up a Service Agreement should contact their regional sales
representative (see Customer Feedback and Suggestions).
When submitting a Support Request, relevant and correct information should be
given to Vizrt Support, to make sure that Vizrt Support can give the quickest and
best solution to your Support Request.
This section contains the following topics:
• Before Submitting a Support Request
• Submitting a Support Request

1.4.1

Before Submitting a Support Request
Before a Support Request is submitted make sure that you:
Read:
• The relevant User Guide or Guides
• The release notes
and Check:
• That the system is configured correctly
• That you have the specified hardware, tested and recommended versions
Always refer to your Vizrt Service Level Agreement document.

1.4.2

Submitting a Support Request
When completing a Support Request, add as much information as possible.
Content of a Support Request
The report should contain information about these topics:
• Problem description: Include a good description of what the problem is and
how to reproduce it. Specify your workflow. Remember to use simple English.
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• Screen shots and illustrations: Use these to simplify the message. These are
extremely useful for Vizrt Support.
• Software configuration: Add exact versions of software used. This is extremely
important information. The Version Information is available in the log.
• System log files: Send the system log file. You can save your log file in the
Logs pane.
• System locale: Specify the Region and Language settings of the system.
• Hardware configuration: Add exact versions of hardware used, especially for
Viz Engine.
Optional:
• System setup: Describe differences in the installation, if any, from the
recommended setup.
• System Network: Add a description of how the network, bandwidth, routers,
and switches are configured.
Always refer to your Vizrt Service Level Agreement document.
To submit a Support Request:
1. On the www.vizrt.com page, click on Support.
2. Click on Report a case.
3. Click on LOG IN to login to the Customer and Partner portal.
4. At the top of the Case Management page, click on Report a Case.
5. In the online form complete the required minimum information (shown by a
red asterisk) and click SAVE.
6. In the saved Support Case that opens, complete the various text boxes and
upload any required documents, files, etc. (see Content of a Support Request).
To track the status of open support tickets, login to the Customer and Partner
portal. Add information or communicate about the cases directly with the support
team.
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Viz Multiplay

Viz Multiplay is a control application that is designed for controlling the
increasing number of screens that are now present in studios. It can be used to
take graphics, images or video clips on air to all the screens in the studio.
Viz Multiplay can control an individual screen or trigger content to multiple
screens simultaneously. Screens of different resolutions and aspect ratios can be
incorporated, allowing for a wide range of studio configurations.
Media elements can be graphics elements rendered by the Viz Engine, video clips,
or SDI live inputs.
Viz Multiplay can be used in the control room in combination with Viz Trio to
manage all the screens. It can also be used by a presenter, allowing them to drive
the graphics or videos themselves. All instances of Viz Multiplay are linked, so
users in the control room and studio can work together.
Viz Multiplay is built on top of the existing Vizrt infrastructure, so it can be used
together with your other Vizrt applications and Viz Engine outputs.
The application itself is browser based, so it can run on any computer or a tablet,
and has an easy-to-use interface. Viz Multiplay gives broadcasters a simple way
to control studio screen content from a single interface.

This section contains the following topics:
• Key Features
• System Diagrams
• End-to-End Workflows
• User Workflows

Chapter 2: Viz Multiplay
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2.1

Key Features

The key features of Viz Multiplay are:
• Multiple channel/output control
• Anchor control
• Display of video, graphics and still images
• Multiplatform control
• MOS support
• Live video control
• Dynamic shows
• SD/HD/4K SDI and IP output
• Integration with Viz Trio, Viz One, Media Service and Pilot Data Server
• Touch-screen friendly for playout functions
• Collaboration between users
New features in Viz Multiplay 2.1:
• Activate off-air mode to prevent elements from accidentally being taken on
air.
• Select multiple elements to be moved, copied, pasted and dragged between
channels and groups, or deleted. This works in off-air mode only.
• Assign keyboard shortcuts to workspaces.
• Simple worksplace configuration with a new workspace assistant.
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• More flexible GUI: Resize each channel containing media elements a fixed row
height in the GUI.
• Collapse and expand rows with keyboard shortcuts.
• Create and delete shortcut tabs directly in the Shortcuts Bar.
• Change a Viz layer from a context menu.
• Assign groups in the Videowall Tab to specific video walls in the profile.
• Easy access to the Video Wall Designer by right-clicking a preset in the
Videowall Tab.
• Rename elements in the media column in the main GUI.
• Resize thumbnails in the Videowall and GFX tabs.
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2.2

System Diagrams

• Viz Multiplay relies on Viz Trio to import graphics from a Graphic Hub. Shows
from Viz Trio are available in Viz Multiplay.
• Viz Multiplay is hosted on a URL on the Media Sequencer. Any number of Viz
Multiplay clients can connect to the same Media Sequencer, which provides
the scheduling for playout.
• The Viz Engine(s) are used for playout:
• The video wall feature means that multiple DVI outputs can come from a
single Viz Engine. A Viz Engine can have up to 4 GPUs, each with up to 4 DVI
outputs, giving a maximum of 16 DVI outputs. See the Release Notes for
hardware requirements, and note that you should check the performance of
your scenes when using this configuration.
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• Standard SDI based playout (with one Viz Engine for each output).
• Viz Multiplay can also access the media assets stored in Viz One and Media
Service.
• Viz Multiplay can access and use templates in a Pilot Data Server.

2.3

End-to-End Workflows

Basic Workflow
1. In the studio, Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay are used to create shows.
2. Operators use Viz Multiplay to manage the shows and trigger content for each
screen.
3. Viz Engines composite graphics and video in real-time in SD/HD/4K SDI and IP
streams.
4. In the studio, monitors and video walls are filled with the content controlled by
Viz Multiplay.
Extended Workflow
1. Journalists create shows in Viz Trio or the newsroom control system.
2. In the control room, operators use Viz Multiplay to manage the shows, trigger
content for each screen, and define content for the journalist in the studio to
control.
3. Viz Engines composite graphics and video in real-time in SD/HD/4K SDI and IP
streams.
4. The presenter in the studio controls screen content live with the Viz Multiplay
touch-screen interface.
5. In the studio, monitors and video walls are filled with the content controlled by
Viz Multiplay.
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2.4

User Workflows
This section contains details about the following workflows in more detail:
• For the Journalist
• In the Control Room
• For the Presenter
For the Journalist
1. Prepare the show. Either:
• Use Viz Multiplay to browse for content and add to a show.
• Prepare a show in Viz Trio or your newsroom control system.
2. Define which channel(s) the content will be triggered on.
In the Control Room
The operator either triggers the show as it was created in the rundown, or
rearranges elements on-the-fly.
1. Prepare a normal rundown in the control room or newsroom (Viz Multiplay is
fully MOS enabled so clips can be managed through the normal newsroom
workflow using our ActiveX component).
2. In Viz Multiplay, open a show.
3. Select and activate a profile.
4. Select and edit elements from the Sources pane. For example, media items,
graphics, video wall layouts, or Viz Pilot templates.
5. Drag elements and arrange them in each channel:
6. Edit or preview the selected elements.
7. Drag or tap elements or video wall layouts to arm them, or take them to air:
Viz Trio can trigger events from Viz Multiplay and control the content available in
Viz Multiplay. Manual changes to the Viz Multiplay show are immediately reflected
in the Viz Trio show and vice versa.
All instances of Viz Multiplay are linked, so changes in one are reflected to all
users. Users can work in collaboration, for example a control room operator sets
up elements for the studio presenter to take to air.
For the Presenter
The presenter can control the output on screen by using Viz Multiplay on a tablet.
1. Select a media element to play.
2. Drag or tap elements to take them to air.
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The presenter’s tablet can automatically follow the control room’s Viz Multiplay
client to reduce the number of actions required by the presenter.
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Setup
Viz Multiplay is installed on top of the Media Sequencer, and is then run via a
standard Internet browser.
This section contains the following topics:
• Installing Viz Multiplay Server
• Setting up the Viz Multiplay Client
• Viz Multiplay Settings
• Preparing Channels and Shows

3.1

Installing Viz Multiplay Server
This section contains the following topics:
• Installation Prerequisites
• Viz Multiplay Installer
• Licensing
Installation Prerequisites
This section covers the following topics:
• Required reading
• Required components/products
Required reading
A successful installation hinges almost entirely on a comprehensive
understanding the Video Wall Configuration section in the Viz Engine manual.
Therefore, it is extremely important to review this section to ensure that your
video wall setup is working properly before considering the other required
components in this list.
Required components/products
• Media Sequencer 3.1.1 or later is recommended. The minimum requirement is
Media Sequencer 2.0.2, however to use the Video Wall, the minimum is Media
Sequencer 3.0.
• Viz Trio 3.0.0 or later is recommended. The minimum requirement is Viz Trio
2.12.1.
• Viz Artist/Viz Engine 3.8.2 or later.
• Graphic Hub 2.4.2 or later.
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• Preview Server 3.0 or later.
• Viz Multiplay (see Viz Multiplay Installer).
Optional
• Viz One 5.6 or later
• Graphic Hub REST Service 2.0
• Pilot Data Server 7.0 or later
• Media Service 2.0 or later
Viz Multiplay Installer
Note: A Viz Multiplay licensed Media Sequencer dongle is required on the server
machine. See Licensing.

1. On the Media Sequencer machine, run the Viz Multiplay installer file
VizMultiplay-[version].exe
This will install the core files for Viz Multiplay, including documentation, and
will add shortcuts to the desktop and Start menu which point to the
application’s URL.
The default installation location is:
<MEDIA_SEQUENCER>\www\app\vizmultiplay
e.g. %ProgramFiles%\Vizrt\Media Sequencer\www\app\vizmultiplay
The default location is recommended, but can be configured if required.
Note: Media Sequencer must be running before starting the Viz Multiplay server.

Licensing
Viz Multiplay requires a Viz Multiplay-licensed Media Sequencer dongle on the
server machine. If a valid license is not present, a warning message appears when
the Viz Multiplay client is started, and every 20 minutes thereafter.

3.2

Setting up the Viz Multiplay Client
This section contains the following topics:
• Viewing in a Browser
• Connecting to Media Sequencer
• Authentication
• Configuring Asset Search in Viz One

12
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3.2.1

Viewing in a Browser
It is possible to access Viz Multiplay from an internet browser. The URL to access
Viz Multiplay is:
<ms_host>:8580/app/vizmultiplay/vizmultiplay.html
Desktop
For using Viz Multiplay on a desktop, we recommend using the latest version of
Chrome, Firefox or Safari.
If using Chrome, follow the steps described in Chrome Setup to get the optimal
experience for that browser.
To run Viz Multiplay on a touch screen, Firefox is the recommended browser, as it
fully supports touch screen drag and drop functionality. Touch screens work well
for the playout functions of Viz Multiplay, but for editing (such as Profile
Configuration and the Video Wall Designer), we recommend using a mouse and
keyboard.
Note: The recommended minimum screen resolution is 1280 x 1024

Tablets
The Viz Multiplay interface adapts automatically to smaller screens such as tablets
(resolution 1024x768 or lower).

Chrome Setup
Create a Customized Chrome Shortcut
To make Chrome start in fullscreen mode, and to avoid the fullscreen message
appearing when the pointer reaches the top, add the --kiosk startup option.
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Note: The startup option for Chrome only takes affect when launching the initial
Chrome instance. Make sure no Chrome processes are running when launching the
shortcut.

1. Open Viz Multiplay in Chrome.
2. In another Chrome tab open the Apps page, either by clicking the
Show apps button or typing chrome://apps/ in the address bar.
3. Drag the address bar icon of the Viz Multiplay tab onto the Apps page tab, but

do not drop it yet.

4. Once the Apps tab content displays, then drop the Viz Multiplay icon.

5. Right click the new shortcut in the Apps tab and select Open full screen.
6. Right click the new shortcut in the Apps tab and select Create shortcuts.
• Select Desktop and click Create.
7. Find the newly created Chrome shortcut on the desktop and rename it, for
example, Viz Multiplay Fullscreen.
8. Right click on the new shortcut on your desktop and select Properties.
• At the end of the Target, add –-kiosk (note the double dashes).
• Click OK.
Use the Chrome Shortcut
1. Double click the Chrome shortcut that you just created on your desktop and it
will launch the full screen Kiosk.
2. To exit from fullscreen mode, press F11.
3. To quit the fullscreen Chrome application, press Alt + F4.
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3.2.2

Connecting to Media Sequencer
Viz Multiplay and your other control clients (e.g. Viz Trio) must be connected to
the same Media Sequencer (MSE), in order to share a show. It is possible to host
Viz Multiplay on one Media Sequencer and make it connect to the content of
another Media Sequencer by adding the URL parameter mse=<host> to the URL:
<ms_host>:8580/app/vizmultiplay/
vizmultiplay.html?mse=<mse_hostname>
Note: Media sequencer stores all playlists/shows and makes them available to all
control applications connected to it.

3.2.3

Authentication
The Viz Multiplay URL can be accessed by any browser on the network it is
connected to. If you need to limit access you must implement some basic
authentication.
A simple way to restrict access to the URL is to use Apache to serve the
application and use basic authentication to limit access to it. For more
information, see:
• http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.2/howto/auth.html
An advanced solution that avoids users being prompted for a username/
password, but also allows WebSocket communication to be secured, is to use
client certificates and a WebSocket tunnel. For more information, see:
• http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/mod/mod_ssl.html#sslverifyclient
• http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/mod/mod_proxy_wstunnel.html

3.2.4

Configuring Asset Search in Viz One
Note: If you require assistance configuring your Viz One, please contact your local
Vizrt customer support team at www.vizrt.com.

Once Viz Trio is configured to work with Viz One, the Viz Multiplay integration is
straight forward. In order to make the asset search from Viz Multiplay work, the
following settings are required:
Viz One Login
A Viz One account is required in order for Viz Multiplay to log in. Viz Multiplay can
use the same account as Viz Trio. If it is a separate account, it must have the same
access rights as the one used by Viz Trio.
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Note: Viz Multiplay runs in a web browser, so the web browser handles
authentication. This means that the user must enter username and password in a
dialog box provided by the browser. It is up to the browser to cache the credentials.

To configure Viz One in Viz Multiplay:
1. Go to Settings > Servers
2. Enter the hostname in the Viz One input box and press TAB. Viz Multiplay will
fill in the rest of the URL.
To configure Viz One in Viz Trio:
1. Open Viz Trio
2. Select Configuration > Viz One and enter the Service Document URL,
Username and Password
Internet Explorer Settings
If using Internet Explorer, you must allow cross origin requests (this is supported
automatically in Chrome and Firefox).
1. Open Internet Explorer
2. Select Tools > Internet Options > Security > Custom Level
3. Browse down to Miscellaneous, click Enable for Access data sources across
domains.

3.3

Viz Multiplay Settings

Open the Settings window from the tool bar. It has the following tabs:
• General Tab
• Profiles Tab
• Workspaces Tab
• Inboxes Tab
• Servers Tab

3.3.1

General Tab
Settings > General
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The settings are as follows:
• Settings for Show:
• Shortcuts: Select the Viz Trio show that contains your preset layouts and
background scenes. The shortcuts are then displayed in the ,Shortcuts Bar
at the top of the main window.
• Videowall: Select the show that contains your videowall preset layouts. You
can drag the presets onto the ,Shortcuts Bar or the main channel, edit them
in the Video Wall Designer and create filled presets in the Preset Content
Editor.
• Graphics: Select the show that contains your graphics. You can drag graphic
elements into the Media Column in Viz Multiplay and edit them in the Preset
Content Editor.
• Local Settings:
• Thumbnail size: Controls the appearance of media icons in the Media
column.
• Play videos locally in Program: When enabled, clips will display a preview in
the Program column when they are taken to air. When disabled, only a
thumbnail will be displayed.
Note: The preview shown in the Program column may not be precisely in sync
with the actual output.

• Show Status Bar: Show or hide the Status Bar at the bottom of the screen.

3.3.2

Profiles Tab
Settings > Profiles
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Use the Profiles tab to individually configure Profiles, Channels, Viz Engine
handlers and Viz Video handlers, as well as easily configure video walls.
Profiles
The Profiles tab in Viz Multiplay works in much the same way as profile
configuration in Viz Trio and Viz Pilot. It also uses the same data as Viz Trio, so
changes made via either application are reflected in both.
Note: Profile changes cannot be canceled.

Activate/deactivate profiles using the buttons in the Profiles list.

Note: Always set the Active Profile for a show in Viz Multiplay. If a show is activated
by a Viz Trio client, then it will be deactivated if that Viz Trio client shuts down, and
Viz Multiplay will lose its active profile.

Note: Renaming an active profile (from Viz Trio or Viz Multiplay) automatically
deactivates the profile. Go back to Settings > Profiles Tab and click the Activate
button for the profile again.

For more information see the section Preparing Channels and Shows.
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Channels
When elements are added to the channels in the Media Pane, the channel name is
reflected in the Viz Trio page list.
However, in Viz Trio, you can also specifically assign elements to channels. If an
element is assigned to a channel name that is not present in the active profile,
then that element will not be visible in Viz Multiplay. The element can also be
invisible if the element's channel is hidden in the active workspace.
Elements that are assigned to the [PROGRAM] channel will be displayed in the
channel set to viz/video program in the active profile in Viz Multiplay, regardless
of that channel’s name.
Note: Terminology: “Main channel” in Viz Multiplay refers to the main channel of a
video wall, while [PROGRAM] refers to the program channel of the profile.

For more information see the section Preparing Channels and Shows.
Video Wall Setup
In addition to manually creating profiles and channels, you can also setup a new
video wall using the Video Wall Setup tool.
Open the Video Wall Setup Tool tool by clicking on the Add button at the bottom
of the Video Walls pane.
Status
The status of the handlers is shown by their icons. The status is refreshed when
either the Media Sequencer needs to refresh them, or the user opens a handler
editor. Hover over a handler to see the error message.

3.3.3

Workspaces Tab
Settings > Workspaces
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Use this tab to create Workspaces, which define the set of channels that are
hidden from view for each type of user.
Defining several workspaces allows different users to have access to different
channels. For example, an operator in the control room may have access to all
channels, whereas a presenter in the studio can just see the channels that they
want to control.
This section covers the following topics:
• To Create a New Workspace
• Sharing Armed and Program Status with Workspaces
• Hide channel context menu
• Set keyboard shortcut per workspace
To Create a New Workspace
1. In the Workspaces pane on the left, click Add (+), and give your new
workspace a name.
2. In the Hidden Channels pane on the right, click Add (+) and type the name of
the channel that you want to be hidden in this workspace.
Tip: Alternatively, hide multiple channels with a single click. See the Hide
channel context menu section below.

3. Set the active workspace for this user by clicking the Activate button.
Sharing Armed and Program Status with Workspaces
The status of the Armed column is shared according to the workspace. So users
with the same workspace will see the same armed content.
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In contrast, the Program column is a global resource, which always shows what is
currently on air in each channel. All Multiplay clients have a synchronized view of
what is playing on air, independent of which user triggers it.
Hide channel context menu
The Hidden Channels panel has a context menu that allows you to hide multiple
channels. Hide channels based on their type (GFX or Main channels) or on the
video walls they are associated with.
Tip: Right-click the Hidden Channels panel to open the hide channel context menu.

The context menu has the following options:
• Hide all channels: Hides all channels in all profiles
• Hide all GFX channels: Hides all GFX channels only
• Hide all Main channels: Hides all Main channels only
• Hide all channels from: Select a video wall to hide its associated channels
• Clear list: Click to clear the list of hidden channels.
Set keyboard shortcut per workspace
Switch workspaces with a custom keyboard shortcut. This allows you to switch
workspaces without opening the Settings panel.
First, assign a keyboard shortcut with the following procedure:
1. Open the Settings window.
2. Click the Workspaces tab.
3. Type a shortcut into the field between the workspace and the Active button.
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4. Click away from the field to confirm your choice.
Tip: Do not press ENTER to confirm your shortcut choice. Pressing ENTER will
assign ENTER as a shortcut.

5. Click OK.

To use the shortcut:
Type the keyboard shortcuts at any time while viewing the main interface to
switch between workspaces.

3.3.4

Inboxes Tab
Settings > Inboxes

Inboxes are sources of content that are always available as an Inbox Tab in the
Sources Pane. You can configure multiple inboxes.
Any show on the Media Sequencer can be used as an inbox. Note that the inboxes
you configure are global, so will be available in all shows.
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To configure a show as an inbox, drag the show from the Shows list to the
Inboxes list, it will then appear as an Inbox Tab in the Sources Pane, as in the
image below. Any content added to this show will be available as an Inbox tab,
and can be dragged to a channel.

3.3.5

Servers Tab
Settings > Servers

Enter the URLs for the search providers that you want to use to search and
preview media. The Media Tab search will then search in all sources and
aggregate the results.
The search providers that you configure will appear in the Media Search Filters in
the Media Tab and you can search in a subset of these sources by deselecting
some of them in the Media Search Filters.
Note: Multiple search providers can be used. However, we do not recommend
configuring a Viz One and a Media Service simultaneously.
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Pilot Data Server
When a Pilot Data Server is configured, you get access to the Viz Pilot workflow.
You can access Viz Pilot concepts and templates by dragging templates from the
Templates Tab to your channels.

3.4

Preparing Channels and Shows
The Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay clients share the data structure of the shows and
the content inside the shows. They also share the profile configuration
information.
This allows for workflows where different users can collaborate. For example, a
Viz Trio client can be used to populate shows and prepare content, while a Viz
Multiplay client is used for playout.
This section contains the following topics:
• Profiles and Channels
• Shows and Playlists

3.4.1

Profiles and Channels
Profiles are used to create different setups and can be defined with different
program and preview channels. You can define channels which are mapped to Viz
Engine machines for graphics rendering, or mapped to video devices for playout
of video clips from video servers.
You can configure the profiles and channels from within Viz Trio, or from the
Profiles Tab in Viz Multiplay. Changing the channel in Viz Trio will also change the
channel in Viz Multiplay, and vice versa.
In Viz Multiplay, contents can be played out on multiple channels, with as many
outputs as desired. Typically each channel would have multiple outputs and each
output would be a single Viz Engine. In a typical video wall setup, Viz Multiplay
will create one main channel with one Viz Engine output to the default Viz Engine
port (6100) and a number of GFX channels with one Viz Engine output for
graphics starting on port 55000 and one Viz Engine output for video.
Note: It is possible to drag more outputs into the GFX channels to make content play
out simultaneously on several screens.

For more information on Profile Configuration, see the Viz Trio User’s Guide.
Note: Adding videos to a graphics-only channel or graphics to a video-only channel,
will result in the element not being played out correctly. Composite elements will
only work on channels that support both graphics and video.
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3.4.2

Shows and Playlists
Shows created in Viz Trio appear in the Browse Shows Window of Viz Multiplay.
Elements in the Viz Trio shows and playlists must be in groups. Note that a
playlist inside a show is not accessible from the Browse window; instead it
appears as a tab in the show.
Manual changes to the Viz Multiplay show are reflected immediately in the Viz
Trio show and vice versa.
MOS connectivity from a Newsroom Control System works with Viz Multiplay in
the same way as it does with Viz Trio.
To prepare a show using Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay
To create a new show and populate it with content using a Viz Trio client, and
then play it out using Viz Multiplay:
1. In Viz Trio, create a new show.
2. Import scenes for the show.
3. Create pages from these scene templates.
4. Create one or more groups, and drag the pages into the groups.
Each group appears as a story in Viz Multiplay.
5. In Viz Trio, select the desired profile and activate the show in this profile.
6. In Viz Multiplay, open the show (go to Open > Shows).
Now Viz Multiplay has the same show activated in the same profile, and the
content appears in the relevant channels.
To create a new show with Viz Multiplay
Shows can be created with Viz Multiplay, but graphical scenes will still have to be
imported with Viz Trio. When a show is created with Viz Multiplay, three internal
show playlists will also be created, one for shortcuts, one for graphics and one for
video wall presets.
1. Open the Browse Shows Window by clicking the Open button.
2. Click the Add (+) button.
3. Name the new show.
To create a new show and play it out from Viz Multiplay:
1. In the Show Pane, click Add (+) to open a new show.
2. Search for media in the various media sources.
3. Drag a media element to the desired channel for playout. The new element can
be customized (see Editing Media Items).
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Using Viz Multiplay
This section describes how to work with Viz Multiplay.
• Overview of the Interface
• Configuring Your Display
• Work with Shows, Playlists and Groups
• Move elements
• Sources Pane
• Media Tab - Inbox Tab - GFX Tab - Videowall Tab- Templates Tab
• Arming and Taking Elements
• ,Shortcuts Bar
• Status and Logs
• Editing Media Items

4.1

Overview of the Interface
The Viz Multiplay window has the following areas after a show is selected using
the Open button:

The window has the following main areas:
1. Toolbar
2. Show Pane
3. Sources Pane, which includes:
• Media Tab
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• Inbox Tab
• GFX Tab
• Videowall Tab
• Templates Tab
4. Media Pane, which includes
• ,Shortcuts Bar
• Media Column
• Armed column
• Program column
• Action Bar
5. On Air Mode
6. Status Bar

4.2

Configuring Your Display
This section covers the following topics:
• Layout Options
• Toolbar
• Hide Sources Pane and Show pane
• Settings
• On Air Mode
• 1-Tap Mode
• Set up on a Tablet
• Resizing and collapsing channels

4.2.1

Layout Options
• For a list of supported browsers, see Setting up the Viz Multiplay Client.
• Chrome has features that can be useful when launching Viz Multiplay in a
browser, see Chrome Setup.
• Channels are collapsible individually and their size can be adjusted, see
Resizing and collapsing channels.
• Viz Multiplay can be run in portrait mode, which allows more space for
displaying channels.

4.2.2

Toolbar

Configure how Viz Multiplay looks in your display from the tool bar using
Settings, Hide Sources Pane and Show pane, and 1-Tap Mode.
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Click on the Viz Multiplay logo for version information, as well as links to
documentation and third party licenses.

4.2.3

Hide Sources Pane and Show pane

Click the Show/Hide button in the toolbar to toggle both the Show Pane and
Sources Pane on/off.

4.2.4

Settings

Open the Viz Multiplay Settings window from the tool bar.
• From the General Tab it is possible to change the thumbnail size, show/hide
the status bar, and set whether to display a preview in the Program column
when clips are taken to air.
• Use the Profiles Tab to individually configure Profiles, Channels, Viz Engine
handlers and Viz Video handlers, as well as easily configure video walls.
• Use the Workspaces Tab to create Workspaces, which define the set of
channels that are hidden from view for each type of user.
• The Inboxes Tab allows setup of one or more global shows in which multiple
users can ingest new elements (images, clips, graphics) simultaneously. These
elements are available for the Viz Multiplay operator instantly.
• Use the Servers Tab to configure preview servers and MAM systems that help
to search media quickly.

4.2.5

On Air Mode

Click this button to toggle between on and off air mode. In On Air Mode, the
button turns red and the label is ON AIR. In off Air Mode, the button is grey and
labeled OFF AIR. Certain functionality in the user interface related to sending
items to air in On Air Mode is unavailable in Off Air Mode. This is in order to
protect against accidentally sending elements to air while editing a show or
channel.
The following panels and columns are hidden in Off Air Mode:
• The Arm and Take Multiple Elements Action Bar
• The Armed column
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• The Program column

4.2.6

1-Tap Mode

When 1-Tap mode is enabled, the Armed column is hidden and tapping an
element or shortcut in the Media column will take it directly to Program. In this
mode, elements can still be dragged between channels, or dragged to the
program channel.
When 1-Tap is disabled, tap will arm an element. Tap in the Arm column to take it
to Program. Drag elements to the preview pane to preview them.

4.2.7

Set up on a Tablet
As space is limited on a tablet, a compact layout is provided automatically. You
can also consider using the following display settings:
• Hide the Status bar (See Settings)
• Hide Sources Pane and Show pane
• Enable 1-Tap Mode
• Adjust the Icon size (See Settings)

4.2.8

Resizing and collapsing channels
Channels can be custom sized, expanded by row or collapsed entirely.
• Set custom channel size
• Resizing channels from the context menu
• Collapsing channels
Set custom channel size
1. Hold down ALT.
2. Hover the mouse pointer over the top edge of a channel header until the
cursor turns into a row separator (row resize cursor).

3. Drag the separator up or down as desired.
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Resizing channels from the context menu
Expand channels by multiples of rows.
1. Right-click the channel header and point to the Set Height menu item.

2. Select the desired row height.
Collapsing channels

Collapse a single channel from view:
• Click the channel header to collapse individual channels.

Collapse or expand multiple channels from view:
1. Right-click a channel header.
2. Click Collapse All (or Expand All depending on the objective).

3. All channels in the Media Tab collapse.
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Tip: Use the keyboard shortcuts SHIFT+C and SHIFT+E to collapse and expand all
channels, respectively.

4.3

Work with Shows, Playlists and Groups
This section contains the following topics:
• Open
• Browse Shows Window
• Show Pane
• Cleanup
• Initialize
• Move elements

4.3.1

Open

1. Click the Open button on the Toolbar to open the Browse Shows Window.
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4.3.2

Browse Shows Window

The Browse Shows window displays the shows that are available.
In this window, existing shows can be opened or deleted, or new shows can be
created. Select a show, and it will open in the Show Pane.
Shows can be renamed by selecting them and pressing F2.
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4.3.3

Show Pane

The Show pane at the top left of the main window displays the playlists and
groups that are part of your show and connected to a certain profile. The first tab
is the pagelist with the name of the show, and the other tabs are playlists.
This section contains the following topics:
• Locating shows, playlists and groups in Multiplay
• Add, Delete or Rename a Group
• Add a New Playlist
Locating shows, playlists and groups in Multiplay
The first tab in the Show pane represents the show (e.g. MyShow), while the other
tabs represent the playlists that are hosted by the show (e.g. MyVidWall),
Each tab contains Groups (e.g. MyGroup1, MyGroup2), and each group contains
the elements for a story. When you select a group, the related media elements are
loaded into the Media Column.
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Add, Delete or Rename a Group

Add a group in the show pane.
1. Click the Add (+) button at the bottom of the show pane.

2. Give the group a title.
3. Press ENTER.

Delete a group from the show pane.
1. Click the trash can icon at the bottom of the show pane.

2. Click Yes.
See Also
• Delete a group from the shortcuts bar

Rename a group.
1. Double-click a group.
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2. Enter a new name.
3. Press Enter.
Tip: Groups can also be created and modified using Viz Trio.

Add a New Playlist
When a show is open you can create new playlists, which will appear as tabs next
to the show tab. Host internal playlists, which you create in Viz Multiplay or Viz
Trio, and reference existing external playlists, such as MOS or Viz Pilot playlists.
1. Click the Add (+) button to create a new playlist or open an existing external
playlist.

• Create new playlist: This playlist will be owned by the show. It will appear as a
tab in the Show pane but will not be visible in the show/playlist directory tree.

• Add existing playlist: Open existing playlists from Viz Pilot, or other
newsroom systems (eg. MOS playlist).
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2. Click the Close (X) button to delete an internal playlist or remove the reference
to an external playlist.
3. Click Ok.
Tip: Playlists can also be created and modified using Viz Trio.

4.3.4

Cleanup

The Cleanup function cleans up all the channels in a profile except Graphics (GFX)
channels in a video wall. GFX channels are cleaned when the main channel of the
video wall is cleaned. Cleanup clears all loaded graphics from memory on the
program and preview renderers for the output profile currently in use. It should
be used before initializing a new show or in order to re-initialize the same show
into the renderer’s memory.
Note: Cleanup commands will affect all Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay clients that are
connected to the same Media Sequencer, and using the same output profile.
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4.3.5

Initialize

The Initialize function works the same way as it does in Viz Trio. The Initialize
button loads the current show’s graphics on the preview and program renderers.
Initialize does not refresh everything (i.e. it performs a load, not a reload, on the
Viz Engine). If changes have been made to a scene that was already loaded, a
Cleanup renderer command must be issued, and then an Initialize command.
Note: Initialize commands affect all Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay clients that are
connected to the same Media Sequencer, and using the same output profile.

4.4

Move elements
Move elements, i.e. images, videos, graphics or presets, between channels and
columns, including the Media Column, Armed and Program columns and the
,Shortcuts Bar.
The options for moving elements change if whether Multiplay is off air or on air,
and whether 1-Tap Mode is enabled when on air.
• Move elements in off air mode
• Moving elements in on air mode

4.4.1

Move elements in off air mode
There are various ways to move elements in off air mode, as outlined in these
sections:
• Move elements by dragging
• Move elements via the context menu
• Select multiple elements
Move elements by dragging

Drag an element from a channel to another.
This operation simply moves an element between channels.
1. Click and element and drag it to a new channel.
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Drag an element from a channel to the Shortcuts Bar.
Dragging an element from a channel to the Shortcuts Bar will result in that
element existing in both places.
1. Drag an element into the ,Shortcuts Bar from a channel.

Note: The plus (+) sign is a visual indication that the element will be copied, i.e. the
drag operation will not delete it from its original location.

Make a copy of an element so it exists in two or more channels.
Copy an element to another channel.
1. Click and start to drag an element to another channel.
2. Press the CTRL key after you initiate your drag.
3. A plus (+) sign appears over the element, confirming that you wish to copy the
element. This means it will remain in the channel you are dragging from and
while also existing in its new location.
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4. Drop the element in the desired channel.

Move elements via the context menu
Move elements between channels or from a channel to the Shortcuts Bar either by
copying or cutting them.
1. Right-click an element in a channel.
2. Select Copy or Cut.

3. Right click the channel you want to paste your element into.
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4. Click Paste.
Select multiple elements
Select and move multiple elements.
Note: These options are only available in off air mode.

Select multiple individual elements:
• Hold CTRL and click the desired elements.

Select all elements between selections:
1. Click an element.
2. Hold SHIFT and click the last element in row. All elements in between are
selected.

4.4.2

Moving elements in on air mode
• With 1-tap mode disabled
• With 1-tap mode enabled
With 1-tap mode disabled
The following procedures apply when moving items between the Armed and
Program columns. This presupposes a scenario where 1-tap mode is disabled.
After all, the Armed column disappears with 1-tap mode enabled.

Move an element from the Media Column to the Armed column.
1. Click the item in a channel in the Media Column.
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Note: This copies the element. The element now exists in the media column and
armed columns.

Move an element from the Armed column to the Program (on air) column.
1. Click the element in the Armed column.

Tip: Clicking the Take button also moves the item from Armed to Program.

2. The element now appears in the Program column.

Move elements between channels in on air mode.
1. Drag the element from one channel to another.

Note: This creates a copy of the element, i.e. the element exists in both channels
after dropping.
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Move an element from one channel’s armed column in a different channel’s
program column.
1. Drag an element from an armed channel to another channel’s program
column.

Note: This action will put the element you are dragging to air, replacing whatever
element was already on air. You are also creating a copy, so the element now exists
in both the armed column and program column, though in different channels.

With 1-tap mode enabled
The following procedures apply when moving items between the Media and
Program columns in 1-Tap Mode
Note: All of the following actions create a copy of the element, so they will exist in
both places after dragging.

Move an element from one channel’s media column to the same channel’s
program column.
1. Drag an element from a channel in the Media Column to the same channel’s
program column.

Move an element from one channel’s media column in a different channel’s
program column.
1. Drag an element from a channel in the media column to another channel’s
program column.
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Move an element from one channel’s program column in a different channel’s
program column.
1. Drag an element from a channel in the program column to another channel’s
program column.

4.5

Sources Pane
Use the Sources Pane to find media for your show:
• Media Tab - search for assets in specified search providers
• Inbox Tab - content that is always available, across all shows
• GFX Tab - graphical elements to be used in your show
• Videowall Tab - presets (video wall layouts) and/or filled presets (video wall
layouts including content)
• Templates Tab - Viz Pilot templates and elements
Note: The Show/Hide button on the Toolbar allows you to Hide Sources Pane and
Show pane.
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4.5.1

Media Tab

Note: Before using the Media Tab, make sure your search providers have been
configured in Settings > Servers Tab.

In the Media tab you can search for video and images in any of the search
providers you have connected to, including Preview Server, Viz One, Pilot Data
Server, Media Service and Graphic Hub.
Once the element is found, drag it from the Media Tab to your channels.
This section covers the following topics:
• Media Search Filters
• Video Preview
Media Search Filters
Note: Not all search criteria are supported for all search providers, so they will be
hidden if not available.

• Keyword search: Searches file name (& any available metadata ?)

• Media type: Video or Image
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• Date range: Filter by date. All items, Last hour, Last day, Last week, Last
month. Works with media from Viz One, Media Service, Pilot Data Server.

• Tags: Works with media from Pilot Data Server, Viz One.

• Search Provider: Select the media sources you want to search in (Pilot Data
Server, Media Service, Viz One, and Graphic Hub).

Video Preview
To preview a video, right-click an item and select Preview.
Videos can be edited once they have been added to channels, see Editing Videos.
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4.5.2

Inbox Tab

The Inbox feature allows users to work together to find and collect elements, that
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can be easily added to a story.
An Inbox is a show that is marked as an inbox by selecting it in Settings >
Inboxes Tab.
Any content added to this show (eg. MyInbox) is immediately available in the
Inbox tab. The elements can be dragged from the Inbox tab to a channel.
Note: When an element is dragged from the inbox to a channel in a show, the
element is copied, not referenced. This means that after the drag operation, there
will be two separate elements that can be modified independently of each other.

Sequencer Ingest
Sequencer Ingest is an application that makes it easy to add images to the Inbox.
It monitors a folder on your file system, and as soon as images are added to that
folder it will generate a stillstore element in the inbox show. This means that
when users drop images into the monitored folder, they will be available in the
Inbox of Viz Multiplay immediately.
Installing and configuring Sequencer Ingest is described in the Sequencer Ingest
User’s Guide.
See Also
• Inboxes

4.5.3

GFX Tab

The GFX tab is a playlist within the show. It can be populated with elements using
Viz Trio or via the REST API of the Media Sequencer.
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The content from the GFX playlist is only available within the show in which the
playlist is created. A playlist is set as the GFX tab by selecting it in Settings >
General Tab > Graphics.
These graphical elements can be empty templates, or can be filled with content.
The elements can be edited once they have been added to a channel, see Editing
Graphics. Any changes made inside an element are visible immediately.
Viewing elements in the GFX tab
Use the slider to increase the size of the thumbnails in the GFX tab.
• Drag right to view bigger thumbnails and left to view smaller thumbnails.

See Also
• Edit graphics, videos and images
• General Tab

4.5.4

Videowall Tab

The Videowall tab is a playlist within the show. It contains a set of Presets (video
wall layouts) and/or Filled Presets (video wall layouts including content) to use in
your show. The content from this playlist is only available within the show in
which the playlist is created.
A playlist is set as the Videowall tab by selecting it in Settings > General Tab >
Videowall.
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The presets can be empty video wall layouts, or can be filled with content (media
and scenes). The elements can be edited once they have been added to a channel
(see Editing Presets). Any changes made inside an element are visible
immediately.
This section covers the following topics:
• Viewing elements in the Videowall tab
• Connect a videowall group to a videowall
Viewing elements in the Videowall tab
• Drag the slider to the right to view bigger presets and left to view smaller
presets.

Connect a videowall group to a videowall
Playout all the presets in a group on a specific videowall.
Tip: Create one group for each videowall in a profile.

1. Right-click a group in the Videowalls tab.
2. Select the desired videowall together with its main channel (the Viz output on
which the videowall presets are run).

3. Now, this group only contains presets assigned to the selected videowall.
See Also
• Presets
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4.5.5

Templates Tab

The Templates tab gives you access to Viz Pilot templates and elements. It is
available if you have Viz Pilot configured as a search provider in Settings > Servers
Tab.
Search for an select elements and drag them into your channels. The elements
can be edited once they have been added to a channel (see Editing Graphics). Any
changes made inside an element are visible immediately.
See Also
• Pilot Data Server
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4.6

Arming and Taking Elements
Media Pane

The Media pane is used to manage elements that have been prepared for the
story.
Each channel is displayed on a separate row and can be managed individually or
together with other channels.
Elements that are ready for use listed in the Media Column, while the Armed and
Program columns display the elements that are currently armed or on air.
To manage multiple channels simultaneously, you can Arm and Take Multiple
Elements.
The ,Shortcuts Bar is used to arm and take presets and other shortcuts.
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Note: Adding videos to a graphics-only channel or graphics to a video-only channel,
will result in the element not being played out correctly. Composite elements will
only work on channels that support both graphics and video.

4.6.1

Media Column

The elements listed here have been sourced from Viz Trio or the Newsroom
Control System playlists.
Note: All changes made to elements in this column will be reflected in Viz Trio.

This section covers the following topics:
• Options in On Air mode
• Context menu for elements in the Media Column
Options in On Air mode
With On Air Mode enabled it is possible to:
• Right click on an element to open context menu that contains supported
actions for that element.
• Click an element to move it to Armed.
• Drag an element to Armed or Program in another channel to make a copy
there (original remains in source channel).
• Drag an element to the Media Column in another channel (removes it from
source channel).
• Turn Looping of the video ON

or OFF

.

Note: You cannot change the looping setting once the clip is playing. To stop the
looping you need to take out the clip.

• Delete an element (X Button) or Remove from the context menu.
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• The thumbnail indicates when the element is still loading, as shown below.

In 1-Tap Mode, you can:
• Click an element to move it directly to Program.
When elements have been selected in several channels (1 element per channel):
• Arm Selected: Send all selected elements to Armed.
• Take Selected: Send all selected elements to Program.
Context menu for elements in the Media Column
Right-click elements (videos, images and graphics) in channels in the Media
Column to expose a context menu.

• Edit: Opens the Image Effect Editor
• Cut: Cut an element.
• Copy: Copy an element.
• Remove: Remove element from the channel.
• Rename: Rename an element
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4.6.2

Armed

When clips are moved to Armed, they are cued on the Viz Engine.
Clips that are Armed will be cued on the Viz Engine clip players so they are ready
to be taken with less latency than if they were not armed. The cueing is done in
the background, without disturbing the running clips.
Users which have the same active workspace, share the armed column. For more
information see Sharing Armed and Program Status with Workspaces.
It is possible to:
• Click an element to take it to Program.
• Click the Take button to take the element to Program.
• Drag an element to Armed or Program in another channel to make a copy
there (this does not affect or take the original armed element).
• Send all armed elements, for all channels, to Program with the Take All button.
• See the Looping status of the video.

Note: It is not possible to change the looping setting in the Armed column. Use
the looping button in the Media column.

• Remove an element from the Armed column by clicking X.
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4.6.3

Program

The elements in the Program column are playing on air in the given channel.
User can:
• Click the Continue button to continue a graphic element.
• Click the Out button to take out the element.
• Drag an element to Armed or Program in another channel to make a copy
there (this does not affect the original program element).
• Continue All: Continue all program elements, in all channels.
• Out All: Take Out all program elements, in all channels.
• See the Looping status of the video.
Note: It is not possible to change the looping setting once the clip is playing. To
stop the looping, take out the clip and toggle the looping OFF in the Media
column.

• Preview the clip/graphic (if Enable Program Video is ON in Settings).
Note: The preview shown in the Program column may not be precisely in sync
with the actual output.

Time Remaining
The time code is displayed for all videos and graphics. The time remaining for a
clip is indicated with a gray progress bar. Orange shading indicates <20 seconds
remaining, and red indicates <10 seconds remaining. Only the gray progress bar
is shown on looping clips.
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4.6.4

Arm and Take Multiple Elements
Action Bar
Note: The Action Bar hides from the interface when in Off Air Mode, see //onair
mode

• Arm Selected: Send all selected elements in the Media Column to Armed.
Note: Arming clips cues them on the Viz Engine clip players, so that they are
ready to be taken with less latency than if they are not armed first.

• Take Selected: Send all selected elements in the Media Column to Program.
• Take All: Send all Armed elements, for all channels and shortcuts, to Program.
• Continue All: Continue all Program elements, in all channels.
• Out All: Take Out all Program elements, in all channels.
Note: The ,Shortcuts Bar is unaffected by the Continue All and Out All buttons.
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4.7

,Shortcuts Bar

The Shortcuts Bar gives fast access to frequently used elements, such as scenes,
backgrounds or videos. In addition, video wall Presets can be selected and
modified from the Shortcuts Bar.
The Shortcuts bar is actually a playlist within the show, so the content from this
playlist is only available within the show in which the playlist is created.
A playlist is set as the Shortcuts bar by selecting it in Settings > General Tab >
Shortcuts.
Users can have multiple tabs of shortcuts to make it easy to access items that are
used frequently, independent of which story you are working on - each group in
the Shortcuts bar playlist appears as a tab in the Shortcuts bar. The shortcuts are
specific to a show, so that when you change your show you can have different
shortcuts for different productions.
Any changes made inside an element are visible immediately.
Elements in the Shortcuts bar
• Presets: Presets define the layout of the channels on a video wall. When a new
preset is taken to air, it triggers a transition from the current layout to the new
layout. New presets are created using the Video Wall Designer.
• Filled Presets: A Filled Preset is a preset which also includes content. When a
filled preset is taken to air, it populates the preset with content and plays out
everything at once. Presets are filled with content using the Preset Content
Editor.
Note: If a video wall group is partly filled, the empty GFX channels will still have
the old contents.

• Backgrounds: Basic elements which load different scenes into the back layer of
the video wall Engine. They need to be preassigned to the right channel and
the right Viz layer so that they run in the back layer (this can also be set in the
scene in its control object plugin).
• Elements: Images, videos and graphics.
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Activate the Shortcuts bar by selecting a Shortcuts Playlist in the General Tab of
the Settings window.
Items in the Shortcuts Bar can be armed by clicking them, similar to arming
channels.
This section covers the following topics:
• Context menus in the Shortcuts Bar
• Layers
• Add a shortcuts group
• Delete a group from the shortcuts bar

4.7.1

Context menus in the Shortcuts Bar
Access two context menus by right-clicking elements in the Shortcuts Bar. The
options in each menu change depending on the type of media you are rightclicking.
The two context menu types are:
• Context menu for presets
• Context menu for elements
Context menu for presets
Right-click a preset in the Shortcuts Bar to expose the following context menu:

• Video wall designer: Open the Video Wall Designer
• Channel: Change the playout channel of the preset
• Edit Content: Open the Preset Content Editor
• Cut: Cut a preset and paste it in another tab/column.
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• Copy: Copy a preset and paste it in another tab/column.
• Remove: Remove the preset from the Shortcuts Bar.
Note: The same action to remove presets from the Shortcuts Bar does not
remove them from the list of presets in the Videowall Tab.

• Rename: Rename the preset.
Context menu for elements
Right-click an element (video, image or graphic) in the Shortcuts bar to expose
the following context menu:

• Channel: Change the playout channel of the element
• Layer: See Layers
• Edit: Open the Image Effect Editor
• Cut: Cut a preset and paste it in another tab/column.
• Copy: Copy a preset and paste it in another tab/column.
• Remove: Remove the element from the Shortcuts Bar.
• Rename: Rename the element.

4.7.2

Layers
Use different layers to show up to three elements on screen simultaneously. Play
elements in the default, FRONT, MAIN and BACK layers (defined below).
The selected layer will determine the element’s position (whether or not it’s
visible) in relation to other elements.
Tip: Set layers in the Context menu for elements.

• default: Revert to the layer that is set by the scene designer.
• FRONT: Front layer elements cover main and back layer elements, i.e. this
layer will never be obstructed.
• MAIN: The middle layer where elements cover back layer elements.
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• BACK: The first layer than be used as a background for a videowall. Front and
back layer elements will overlap it.
See Also
• Presets

4.7.3

Add a shortcuts group
Add a group to the playlist you have chosen to appear in the shortcuts bar.
Groups created via the shortcuts bar appear in the show pane when no shortcut
playlist is set.
1. Click the Add (+) button in the Shortcuts Bar.

2. Give the new group a title.
3. Click OK.

4.7.4

Delete a group from the shortcuts bar
Delete playlist groups from the shortcuts bar.
1. Click the close button in the top right corner of the shortcut group tab.

2. Click Yes.
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4.8

Status and Logs
Status Bar
Display the Status bar by selecting Show status bar in the Settings window.
When minimized the Status bar shows the latest status message.

Logs
Click Expand

to show the Log Messages pane.

Message can be filtered by type (Messages, Warnings, Errors) or download them
into a file using the Save log button. Logs can be deleted by clicking Clear log tab.
Version Information
Scroll to the beginning of the log messages to find the Viz Multiplay version
information.

See Also
• Troubleshooting

4.9

Editing Media Items
Once items have been added to the Media Column in a story, they can be edited
(right-click the item and select Edit).
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The editing options depend on the type of media:
• Editing Images
• Editing Videos
• Editing Graphics
• Editing Presets
• Renaming playlist entries
Note: All changes are live and cannot be canceled.

4.9.1

Editing Images
Use the Image Effect Editor to crop an image or add a zoom/pan animation.
Image Effect Editor
To open the editor, right-click an image and select Edit.

The Image Effect Editor allows you to crop or animate an image instantly.
To animate an image, select a start and end frame and a duration for the
animation. Preview the animation using the Play/Stop button.
Note: All changes are live and cannot be canceled.
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Note: The image editor uses a proxy image, so the image may differ slightly when
played out on a Viz Engine.

4.9.2

Editing Videos
Use the Video Editor to edit videos in GFX channels.

|

This section covers the following topics:
• Open the video editor
• Playback buttons on timeline
• Playback keyboard shortcuts
Open the video editor
1. Right-click a video in a channel in the Media Column or in the Shortcuts Bar.
2. Click Edit.

Tip: Double-click a video in the Shortcuts Bar or Media Column to open the Image
Effect Editor. However, double-clicking to open the editor only works in Offline
Mode.
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Playback buttons on timeline

1. Set Mark In: Set an in point.
2. Set Mark Out: Set an outpoint.
3. Clear Mark In/Out: Clear in and out points.
4. Playback buttons: Go to in point/outpoint, Play/pause, move one frame
forward/back.
5. Loop video: Enable looping.
6. Volume slider: Adjust the clip volume.
Playback keyboard shortcuts
Use the following shortcuts during editing on the timeline.
• Go to mark in: Move the playhead to the video’s first frame. Keyboard
shortcut: SHIFT + i
• Play/pause: Play/pause video. Keyboard shortcut: SPACEBAR
• Move 1 frame back: Keyboard shortcut: ,
• Move 1 frame forward: Keyboard shortcut: .
• Go to mark out: Move the playhead to the video’s last frame. Keyboard
shortcut: SHIFT + o
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4.9.3

Editing Graphics

Graphics Editor
Open the Graphics Editor by right-clicking a graphics element and selecting Edit.
Any changes made inside a graphical element are visible immediately.
On the left is the Payload Editor, where you can edit the fields that are available in
the graphical element.
On the right you can adjust how you view the preview of the element:
• TA: Show/hide the Title Area in the edit window.
• SA: Show/hide the Safe Area.
• BB: Show/hide the Bounding Box for the tab field currently selected in the edit
window.
• K: Show the key signal for the graphics.
• Scrub the timeline back and forth using the slider.
Note: All changes are live and cannot be canceled.

4.9.4

Editing Presets
There are two types of presets, Presets and Filled Presets, each with their own
editing options.
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Preset
A Preset defines the layout of the graphics channels on a video wall.
New presets are created in the Videowall Tab. Drag presets to the ,Shortcuts Bar in
order to switch between layouts during a broadcast and send presets to air.
This section covers the following:
• Create a preset
• Send a preset to air
• Open the Video Wall Designer
Create a preset
Add a new videowall preset.
1. Click the Videowall Tabin the Sources Pane.
2. Click the + icon.

3. Give the preset a title.

4. Click OK.
Send a preset to air
Send a preset to air via the Shortcuts Bar.
1. Drag a preset to the Shortcuts Bar.
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2. Click the preset to send it to the Armed column.
Note: In 1-Tap Mode, clicking a preset will send it straight to on air.

3. Click the preset in the Armed column, or click the Take button.

4. The preset moves to the to the Program column and is now on air.
Open the Video Wall Designer
Edit the preset layout in the Video Wall Designer. There are two ways to access the Video
Wall Designer, as described below:

Access the Video Wall Designer via the Videowall Tab:
1. Right-click a preset in the Videowall Tab.
2. Click Video Wall Designer.

Access the Video Wall Designer via the Shortcuts Bar:
1. Right-click a preset in the Shortcuts Bar.
2. Click Video Wall Designer.
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Filled Preset
A Filled Preset is a video wall layout which also includes predefined content. Use
Filled Presets to send content onto your video wall quickly. Content can only be
added to presets which are in the ,Shortcuts Bar.
Edit the content in a preset in the Preset Content Editor (right-click a preset in the
Shortcuts bar and select Edit Content).
See Also
• Using your new presets

4.9.5

Renaming playlist entries
There are two ways to rename media items added to a playlist in the ,Shortcuts
Bar or Media Column:
• Rename from the context menu
• Rename from the Editor
Rename from the context menu
1. Right-click an item in either the Shortcuts Bar or Media Column
2. Click Rename

3. Enter a new title
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4. Click OK
5. The new title shows on the element.

Note: The new name will not be overwritten by the auto generation process when
entering new field values in the Editor.

Rename from the Editor
1. Right-click an item in the Media Column
2. Click Edit to open the Editor

3. Click the title text field

4. Enter a new title
5. Press ENTER
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6. Click ‘x’ to close the editor. The element shows in the Media Column with the
new title.
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5

Tools
This section describes the following tools:
• Video Wall Setup Tool
• Video Wall Designer
• Preset Content Editor
• Studio Editor

5.1

Video Wall Setup Tool
When setting up video walls with graphics channels, each graphics channel needs
one Viz handler and one video handler. The Video Wall Setup tool allows you to
add all the necessary handlers and channels in one step. You can also combine
the video wall with manually created channels and handlers.
Open the New Video Wall Setup tool by going to Viz Multiplay Settings > Profiles
Tab and clicking the Add (+) button at the bottom of the Video Walls pane.
This section contains the following topics:
• Video Wall Setup Fields
• Clip Channels
• Multi Video Wall Control
• External Preview
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Video Wall Setup Fields

• Name of the video wall
• Merge Into: Merge this video wall with other video wall to setup a multi video
wall control. (See Studio Editor)
• Hostname or IP of the Viz Engine
• Asset Storage: Select the Viz Engine storage point to which the Viz One can
send assets
• First GFX Port for the Viz Engine ports (eg. localhost:55000,
localhost:55001, etc)
• GFX Channels to be created (1-16)
Note: The number of graphics channels is not necessarily linked to the number
of screens you have. The graphics channels are virtual, whereas the screens are
the physical outputs on the video wall.

• Main Channel name
• Channel Prefix for the sub-channels (eg. GFX1, GFX2, GFX3, etc)
• Number of Screen Rows and Screen Columns in the video wall
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• Wall Offset Left and Wall Offset Top: Define the relative position of this video
wall compared to the main wall if using several Viz Engines combined in a
multi video wall setup (See Studio Editor). Use the same units as you use for
Bezel width/height and Screen width/height.
• Bezel Width and Bezel Height define the width/height of the bezel around a
screen. That is, the distance between the edge of the video display area
(screen) and the outer edge of the physical device.
• Screen Width and Screen Height define the total width/height of a particular
screen or a video wall screen.
• External Preview: Armed elements are taken to air on the external preview
video wall to check the appearance before sending it to the main wall. For
more detail, see External Preview.
See Also
• Combine video walls
Clip Channels
Viz Multiplay supports up to 16 clip channels, and will start at clip channel 1.
This may cause a conflict if you have a graphics scene which uses clip channels
(for example, a butterfly scene which plays video clips inside the graphics using
clip channels 1 and 2). If these scenes are played out on a GFX channel on the
video wall at the same time as the clip channels inside the scene are used to play
out content on the corresponding GFX channels, it creates a conflict.
The solution is to redesign the scene to use clip channel numbers that are higher
than the highest GFX channel. For example, if you have 8 GFX channels in the
video wall, the clip channels used in the scene should start at 9.
Multi Video Wall Control
It is possible to control multiple Viz engine, video walls and screens with the Multi
Video Wall Controller. It supports playing out content across the screen,
controlled by multiple Viz engines.
See Also
• Combine video walls
External Preview
An External Preview for a video wall can be generated by a separate Viz Engine.
When one video wall is configured as a preview for another, elements that are
armed on the main video wall are played out on the preview video wall. In this
way, it is possible to see what the program channel looks like on a physical
screen, before elements are taken to air on the main screens.
After you have created your main video wall and your preview video wall, you can
set up the external preview as follows:
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• In the Profiles Tab, double click your main video wall. The Video Wall Setup
Tool will open.
• In the External Preview field, select the name of your preview video wall.
• Click OK.

5.2

Video Wall Designer
Use the Video Wall Designer to create and modify video wall presets. Each channel
in the designer represents a graphics channel. Create desire layout by moving,
layering and resizing the channels.
There are two ways to open the Video Wall Designer:
• Right-click a preset in the Shortcuts Bar.

• Right-click a preset in the Videowall Tab.
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Areas of the Video Wall Designer

The Video Wall Designer is organized into the following areas:
• Toolbar
• Channel Bin
• Presets Bin
• Channel Details
• Channel Layout Editor
See Also
• Animation between Presets
• Studio Editor
• Set up profile and video wall

5.2.1

Toolbar

• Save: Save changes to the current preset.
• Save As: Save the layout as a new preset.
• Undo/Redo: Undo/redo last move.
• Toggle snapping: snap to grid.
• Keep aspect ratio: Maintains aspect ratio of the channel when the frame is
cropped or resized.
• Zoom in/out: Click to zoom in or out.
• Pan mode: When Pan mode is on, pan by dragging the background or a
channel. When Pan mode is off, you can still drag the background to pan, but
dragging a channel moves the channel. Dragging a handle always moves the
handle.
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• Studio Editor: Open Studio Editor.
• Live Presets: When Live is checked, all changes done to the preset are taken on
air immediately. This is useful while adjusting and testing video wall
configurations. Note that although the changes have been taken on air, they
have not been saved - this must be done manually. The live presets check box
is disabled in Off Air mode.
• Take Presets: When the Take button is clicked, the current state of the preset,
including any unsaved changes, is taken on air. This is useful while adjusting
and testing video wall configurations.

5.2.2

Channel Bin

Click an item in the Channel Bin to turn it on or off in the Channel Layout Editor.
You can also drag channels from the Channel Bin to the video wall.

5.2.3

Presets Bin

The Presets Bin lists the presets which are available. These presets are available in
the shortcuts bar with their saved names.
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• Add or delete presets
• Double click on the preset to open it in the editor
• Double-click the name to rename it
Note: If the preset or element is shown in a playlist in Viz Trio, the name given in Viz
Multiplay will be shown in the Description column in Viz Trio.

Note: Presets can also be deleted from within Viz Trio.

5.2.4

Channel Details

For each channel, you can modify the Layer Order, Viewport and Crop.
Layer Order
• Bring to front / Send to back: Move the selected channel to the front or back.
This changes the order in which items are layered, from front to back. Each
channel is drawn on its own layer, which means all channels are independent
and can be moved on top of, or behind, other channels.
A dashed line indicates that a part of the channel is behind another channel.

Viewport
Position of the channel frame relative to the video wall. Either type inside the text
boxes, or drag your mouse to change the values.
• X%/Y%: position of channel’s top-left corner, relative to the width and height
of the video wall.
• W%/H%: Width/height of the channel’s frame, relative to the width/height of
the video wall.
• Reset: Resets the Viewport values to (0, 0, 50, 50) which relocates the channel
to the upper left corner of the video wall.
Tip: Adjust the Snapping and Keep aspect ration settings in order to achieve the
precise viewport you require.
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Example: In the example on the left, the Viewport has been dragged from the top left
corner, into a new position. On the right, the width and height have been set to 0 to
make the channel shrink to nothing.

Crop
Position of the content of the channel relative to the content size. With this
control you can perform cropping, shifting and zooming. Any part of the frame
which is not filled with content will be transparent. Alternatively, use the Crop
Editor to make these changes.
The Crop values in the channel tabs control the cropping. Either type inside the
text boxes, or drag your mouse to change the values.
• Left %/Right %: Position of channel content’s left/right border, relative to the
channel frame (positive values push content outside the frame, negative
values bring the content inside the frame)
• Top %/Bottom %: Position of channel content’s top/bottom border, relative to
the channel frame
• Reset: Resets the Crop values to (0,0,0,0), so that the content fills the frame.
Tip: Adjust the Snapping and Keep aspect ration settings in order to achieve the
precise crop you require.
Example: In this case, the user has set the crop values in order to shift the entire
content to the left by 10%, and zoom in by 5%.
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5.2.5

Channel Layout Editor
Use the Channel Layout Editor to arrange and resize the channels on your video
wall.
Each channel is “drawn” on its own layer, which means all channels are
independent and can be moved on top of other channels.
Context Menu
Right-click a channel to access the context menu:
• Hide: Hide this channel from the video wall. To show it again, choose it in the
Channel Bin.
• Reset viewport: reset Viewport to (0, 0, 50, 50).
• Reset crop: reset Crop to (0, 0, 0, 0).
• Bring to front: Put this channel in front of the other channels. See Layer Order.
• Send to back: Send this channel behind the other channels. See Layer Order.
• Swap channel: select another channel with which to swap all Viewport and
Crop values.
• Set Mask: Create a Video Wall Layout Mask.
• Clear Mask: Clear a Video Wall Layout Mask.
• Hide All Channels: Hide all GFX channels.
Crop Editor
Double-click a channel frame to allow dragging and resizing the channel content,
relative to the frame. In this mode, aspect ratio is forced on. Press <Esc>, or
double-click the channel, to exit this mode. Any part of the frame which is not
filled with content will be transparent. Alternatively, use the Crop values in the
channel tabs to make these changes.
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Example: In the image below, the user has double-clicked Channel 1 to enter edit
mode. They have dragged the handle (left-hand image) and then pressed Esc to see
the final result (right-hand image).

Video Wall Layout Mask
It is possible to set a mask for each screen in the video wall, meaning that an
inner rectangle specifies the active area in that screen.
Due to the way video walls are implemented in Viz Multiplay, all of the screens in
a video wall are depicted as having the same rectangular resolution. However, it is
possible that the physical screens in the video wall have different dimensions.
Masking gives a visual indicator of the active area, but it does not effect the actual
output.
To add a mask, drag a channel to the area you want to mask, right-click and
select Set Mask. The masked area is shaded black, as in the image below. When
channels are dragged to that area in future, they will snap to the masked area. To
remove the mask, drag a channel to the area, then right-click and select Clear
Mask.

5.2.6

Animation between Presets
You can move channels outside the visible area of the video wall area, by dragging
them or setting the Viewport values. This allows interesting in/out animations to
be made when switching between presets.
Example 1
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When switching from Preset_A to Preset_B (see diagrams below), channels 2, 3
and 4 will become smaller and sweep to the right, off screen, and channel 1 will
stretch to fill the whole video wall.

Example 2
Animate a channel so that it shrinks into nothing by using the Viewport settings
to set the channel frame width and height to (0, 0).

Example 3
Control the order of the items using the layering of the channels relative to one
another. Either right-click a channel frame and select Send to back/Bring to front,
or select a channel frame and use the Layer Order buttons.
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5.3

Preset Content Editor
The Preset Content Editor is an editor for filling video wall Presets with predefined
content, which are then referred to as Filled Presets.
In the editor, search for content (videos, graphics, images) and drag it into a
preset. When the filled preset is ready, drag it either into the group for the main
channel of the video wall, or to the shortcuts bar in the show.
This section covers the following:
• Open the Preset Content Editor
• Adjust thumbnail size of graphic elements
Open the Preset Content Editor
Double-click a preset in the Shortcuts Bar to open the Preset Content Editor. Note
that double-clicking to open the editor only works in Offline Mode.
1. Right-click a preset in the Shortcuts Bar.
2. Click Edit Content.
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Adjust thumbnail size of graphic elements
1. Right-click a preset in the Videowall tab.
2. Click Edit Content.
3. Click the GFX tab.
4. Drag the slider to adjust the thumbnail size of the graphics. Drag right to view
bigger thumbnails and left to view smaller thumbnails.

5.4

Studio Editor
Design your studio, including multiple video walls, using the Studio Editor.
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Open the Studio Editor by clicking the
Designer

icon on the toolbar of the Video Wall

The Studio Editor defines the physical positions for the screens in each of the
video walls in the setup. It is especially useful when there are multiple video walls
in the studio. Updates made to the values in the Studio Editor are instantly
reflected in the actual output.
Multiple Video Walls
In Viz Multiplay multiple video walls can be merged into one “studio”. Each wall is
controlled by one Viz Engine, and when content is played out on a GFX channel,
each Viz Engine plays out the same content, but different parts of it, so it looks
like content can span over several video walls.
Each wall has a dimension and an offset in the total “studio” area.
To configure the setup of the locations and sizes of the walls, use the Studio
Editor to adjust the screen positions “live”. While some test content is played out
in the GFX channels, use the Studio Editor to configure the bezels, dimensions
and locations of the physical placements - until the content matches the pixels on
the outputs.
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See Also
• Combine video walls
Color Correction on the GPU
Note: Color Correction via the Studio Editor requires Viz Engine 3.8.2 or later, as well
as NVIDIA Quadro 5000, 6000 or Plex 7000.

From the Studio Editor, RGB intensity can be controlled directly on the GPU for
each video wall.
To use this feature, open the Studio Editor from within the Video Wall Designer,
and adjust the RGB sliders for each of the renderers in the video wall setup.
When Show Viz expert mode is enabled, commands can be sent directly to the Viz
Engine.
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Workflows
This Chapter provides an overview of Viz Multiplay and its supported workflows.
It outlines setting up and configuring video walls and video wall layouts. It
provides instruction on preparing, organizing and editing content, in addition to
previewing and playing out videos, clips and graphics.
Note: The physical video wall hardware is outside the scope of this chapter.

This chapter contains the following sections:
• Glossary of terms
• Setup and organize content
• Setup and configure single and multiple video walls
• Screens with different sizes and resolutions
• Presets
• Creating prefilled walls
• Working with Viz Pilot and MOS content

6.1

Glossary of terms
The following is a list of the terms and their definitions found in this chapter:
• Show: A Viz Trio compatible data structure on the Media Sequencer that
describes a set of elements (graphics, videos, images) and playlists.
• Profile: A defined set of playout channels and video walls. A profile
• Channel: One or more Viz Engine connections. Typically either a Viz output, a
video output, or both.
• Video wall: A unit describing the physical layout of a set of screens. Each video
wall belongs to one profile. The layout (rows, columns, screen dimensions,
bezels) must match the NVIDIA Mosaic setup.
• Main channel: The Viz output on which the video wall presets are run. This is
normally host:6100. On this channel, only presets and backgrounds should be
taken.
• GFX channels: Each video wall has one main channel and up to 16 GFX
channels. The GFX channels can freely move and resize within the video wall.
The GFX channels can host images, videos or Viz Artist scenes.
• Preset: The layout of a video wall, describing the placement of the GFX
channels. The presets are scenes played out on the video wall main channel.
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• Workspace: A set of constraints that enable customizing the GUI per client. For
example, hide channels that are uninteresting for a specific user, i.e. an
anchor in the studio.
• Arm: When 1-tap mode is off, elements are sent to the arm column, indicating
that the element is ready to be played out.

6.2

Setup and organize content
This section covers how to import graphics and set up servers to fill Viz Multiplay
with content ready to be played out on the video wall.
The following topics are covered in this section:
• Setting up a preview server
• Getting started with shows and profiles
• Shortcuts
• Working with graphics
• Inboxes
• Working with images and videos
• Edit graphics, videos and images

6.2.1

Setting up a preview server
Viz Multiplay’s GUI largely consists of thumbnails for the elements, including
video clips, images and graphics.
The thumbnails for video clips and images are fetched by following URLs to
thumbnail images served out by the asset management system. But the
thumbnails for graphics are generated on the fly by a Preview Server, which
ensures that the thumbnails contain the actual data of the elements:

Without a Preview Server configured, the thumbnails of graphics will remain
blacked out.
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Tip: Viz Multiplay uses the Preview Server configuration in the Media Sequencer. So if
you use a Media Sequencer with a Preview Server already configured, there is no
need to do anything in Viz Multiplay.

Running Preview Server
To run a Preview Server, you need a separate Viz Engine in VGA mode. A Viz
Engine generating snapshots for a Preview Server cannot be combined with other
tasks like running Viz Trio or Viz Artist.
1. When a Preview Server is up and running, click Settings -> Servers
2. Enter the hostname of the Preview Server in the input field

3. Press the TAB key, Viz Multiplay will fill out the rest of the URL
4. Click Ok
5. The thumbnails should now appear in the GUI if you have graphics in your
show or playlist
Tip: The Viz Engine will generate snapshots requested by the Preview Server. This is
normally done very quickly. However, it can take a few seconds before the
thumbnails appear if your show or playlist contains a large number of elements.
After that they should be cached in the Preview Server or in the web browser, so the
GUI will redraw quicker.

Tip: Remember that the Preview Server is connected to one or more Viz Engines.
These engines are connected to one Graphic Hub database with the scenes and
resources. When you later import graphics from different sources (e.g. Viz Trio, Pilot
Data Server) the scenes used in these graphics must exist on the Graphic Hub used
in the Preview Server. Preferably, you will only have one Graphic Hub on the system
containing all your graphics.
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See Also
• Preview Server Administrator’s Guide 3.0

6.2.2

Getting started with shows and profiles
In a playout situation, Viz Multiplay is an independent client. When preparing and
configuring material for playout, Viz Trio is needed to:
• Import graphics from a Viz Engine
• Configure a Viz Gateway (a MOS/newsroom workflow)
Content in Viz Multiplay is based on the Viz Trio show structure. Any show you
create in Viz Trio is usable in Viz Multiplay and vice versa. However, there is one
important difference: In Viz Multiplay the content is organized in groups. The
workflow in Viz Multiplay is to select a group and control the content in the
selected group. Therefore, elements on the root level in the show or playlists are
not accessible in Viz Multiplay.
Creating shows and profiles involves the following steps:
• Create a new show
• Create a profile
• Create playout channels in the profile
• View output channels
Create a new show
The first step is to create a new show.
1. Click the Open button
2. Click the Add (+) button in the bottom of the dialog box
3. Give the new show a name
4. Click Ok
Note: The show structure in Viz Multiplay is compatible with a Viz Trio show.

The Show Pane will now have one tab with the same name as the show, as shown
here:
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This tab displays the content of the page list in the Viz Trio show.
Differences between Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay
Shows and page lists appear in both Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay, but they behave
differently in each program.
In terms of the page list, the difference between Viz Multiplay and Viz Trio is that,
in Viz Trio, the page list is mostly used to host pages with unique callup codes. In
Viz Multiplay, however, the page list is a free structure that can contain any type
of element with any name.
Another difference between a show in Viz Trio and Viz Multiplay is that Viz Trio
displays the playlist of elements as a tree structure while Viz Multiplay organizes
the playlist per channel. So all elements in a group assigned to, for instance, the
channel GFX2 are placed in the row representing GFX2 in the GUI. This is why you
must create and activate a profile for your show in Viz Multiplay, because the
profile contains the channels Viz Multiplay needs in order to organize the
elements.
Create a profile
You need a profile so Viz Multiplay can create one row for each channel in the GUI.
The profiles you create in Viz Multiplay are compatible with any Media Sequencer
client that uses profiles such as Viz Pilot, Viz Trio etc.
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1. Click Settings -> Profiles.
2. Create a new profile by clicking the Add (+) button at the bottom of the
Profiles list
3. Enter the name of the new profile
Create playout channels in the profile
There are two ways to create playout channels in the profile:
1. Create channels manually (usually for a non video wall scenario). In this case
you must add Viz Engines and Video Engines in the window to the right in the
Profile Configuration. Then create channels in the middle window and drag
engines over to the channels. One channel can contain several engines.
2. Create a video wall. The channels and engines will be automatically created.
For now you can, for instance, create a video wall with 4 GFX channels on
localhost.
To create playout channels in the profile
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1. Click Settings -> Profiles.
2. Click the Add (+) button in the Video Walls list

3. Fill in some dummy data in the Video Wall Setup dialog
4. Click Ok

Tip: The channels list in a profile can be reorganized by clicking a channel, holding
down CTRL and using the ARROW KEYS to move the channel up or down. This is
useful if you want to, for instance, display GFX8 on the top of the GUI in Viz
Multiplay. Viz Multiplay draws the channel groups in the order channels are found in
the profile.
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Now you have a profile and a show with a page list containing one group called
‘New Group’.

View output channels
You must activate the profile for this show in order to view the output channels in
the GUI.
1. Go to Settings > Profiles
2. Click the Activate button for your profile

Tip: Activating a profile is a Media Sequencer operation. You now activate your show
in this profile for all clients with this show open. Activating a show in a profile means
that the Media Sequencer starts monitoring resources in that show, so the operation
is potentially resource demanding in the event of a large show that contains lots of
media assets. Your show can only be active in one profile.

6.2.3

Shortcuts
When you created the new show, Viz Multiplay created and set up a special playlist
in this show called “shortcuts”. The shortcuts playlist is a regular playlist with
groups and elements.
If desired, you can use another playlist as the shortcuts playlist by clicking
Settings > General. In the Shortcuts dropdown, you can select any available
playlist and use it as the shortcuts playlist.
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The shortcuts playlist will appear in the Shortcuts Bar. Each tab here is a group in
the playlist. Create a new group in Viz Trio or click Settings > General and deassign it as the shortcuts playlist. Select (No playlist set) as the value in the
Shortcuts dropdown. Now it becomes a regular playlist in Viz Multiplay, where you
can add or remove groups.
The Shortcuts bar is not assigned to any special channel, as the other channel
groups in Viz Multiplay are. Elements in the shortcuts bar play out on the
assigned channel of each element. This means that if you drag an element from
the GFX playlist directly to the Shortcuts bar, the element will keep its assigned
channel. If the element has no assigned channel, it will play out on the Program
channel in the profile.
Tip: The Shortcuts bar normally contains the video wall presets, “filled” video walls
(presets with content) and backgrounds. These should be played out on the main
channel of the video wall using the defaults from Viz Multiplay. The main channel is
called “A”. Right click elements on the Shortcuts bar to check and change the playout
channel.

6.2.4

Working with graphics
Now we want to import some graphics from a Graphic Hub. It is useful to open Viz
Trio and verify that everything you do in Viz Multiplay is reflected in Viz Trio and
vice versa. You need Viz Trio when you want to import graphics into the show,
because this is not supported by Viz Multiplay.
In Viz Trio:
1. Select Import Scenes in the Page Editor menu
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2. Browse the scene tree in Graphic Hub and import the scenes you want to use
Note: You now have one template per scene you imported. These are not visible
in Viz Multiplay.

3. Create a page for each of the templates
Note: These pages end up on the root level of the page list in Viz Trio, not visible
in Viz Multiplay.

The show workflow and the GFX workflow are the two main ways of working with
graphics in Viz Multiplay
The show workflow
This workflow aims to pre-create all the content needed for the Viz Multiplay
operator, before the actual show or broadcast starts. This is meaningful if you
already have a Viz Trio workflow, or if you have content that changes very little
during the broadcast.
In Viz Trio:
1. Create all your content in Viz Trio as pages
2. Drag the pages into the relevant groups in your show.
3. Set a channel on each of the pages to make them appear in the right group
channel in Viz Multiplay.
In Viz Multiplay:
1. Drag elements between channels
The GFX playlist workflow
As your studio increasingly becomes the location for event analysis, you can get
more video wall flexibility by allowing the Viz Multiplay operator to fill in content
for graphics.
You can use Viz Trio to create default content (i.e. pages) for the graphics you
want to expose to the Viz Multiplay operator. These pages can be dragged down
to relevant groups in the GFX playlist in Viz Trio.
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The GFX playlist will appear as a tab in the Sources Pane. After completing this Viz
Trio is no longer needed. From the GFX playlist, the Viz Multiplay operator can
drag graphics into the relevant groups and channels, quickly edit the data in Viz
Multiplay and take the element on air.

This workflow is a more rapid, ‘live’ workflow where you can, for example, place a
set of graphics in the GFX playlist (nameplates, match results, fullscreens etc.)
During the broadcast or event, the Viz Multiplay operator can drag the set of
graphics out to the playout channel, fill the graphics with relevant data and take it
on air instantly.
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Create playlists for shows
A show can also have playlists, as in Viz Trio. You can create new playlists inside
the show with Viz Trio or Viz Multiplay. A playlist is usually a subset of the pages
in the page list.
In Viz Multiplay:
1. Click the Add (+) button rightmost on the tabs in the Show pane

2. A dialog box appears asking whether you want to create a new internal show
playlist or create a reference to an external Viz Pilot or MOS playlist. These
playlists are compatible with Viz Multiplay.

Note: These playlists are compatible with Viz Multiplay. The difference between
internal and external playlists is that the internal playlists are owned by the show.
They follow the show when exporting it and are deleted when removed from the
show. The external playlists are not owned by the show.

6.2.5

Inboxes
The inboxes are global shows that are always available in the Sources pane. They
can contain any type of element (images, clips and graphics), and the content
does not have to be placed in groups.
Typical use of inboxes are:
• For a special show that is a target for Sequencer Ingest. New ingested material
will then appear automatically in the inbox, ready to be used in Viz Multiplay.
• For listing available live source elements. These can be dragged to any group
channel in Viz Multiplay and played out.
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• For graphics created during the broadcast or event that are imported by a Viz
Trio operator into the inbox show. Then the graphics is available instantly in
Viz Multiplay.
To use a show as an inbox:
1. Click Settings > Inboxes
2. Create a new show or select an exisisting show
3. Drag the show over to the Inboxes list to the right

4. The show will now appear in the Sources pane

6.2.6

Working with images and videos
To get media assets into Viz Multiplay, you need to have access to a MAM system
such as Media Service, Viz One or a Graphic Hub REST service (images only).
When a MAM system is up and running:
1. Go to Settings > Servers
2. Enter a hostname in the input field for the service
3. Press TAB, and Viz Multiplay will fill out the full URL
4. After clicking Ok, the Media Tab in the Sources pane will contain your MAM
system as a search provider.
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Setting asset storage
The Viz One setting is global for the Media Sequencer. Configuring this means
that the Media Sequencer starts to monitor shows and playlists and transfers
assets to the Viz Engines. In case you have a Viz One system, you also need to set
the Asset Storage in the video wall dialog box.
Do so by clicking Settings > Profiles and double clicking the video wall in the
selected profile.
Note: If you do not have video walls, the Asset Storage must be set for each Viz and
or Video Engine in the list to the right. Failure to do so will result in videos not being
transferred to the Viz Engine.

Configuring the Media Service
There are two ways to configure the Media Service, as explained below.
By entering the hostname in Media Service
1. Click Settings > Servers
2. Enter the Media Service URL (or hostname) in the Media Service input field
This setting is private for Viz Multiplay; the Media Sequencer is not aware of it.
The Media Sequencer will think that no asset storage is configured. This works
fine, because a Media Service is meant to host its clips on the clip root of the Viz
Engine, so they do not need to be transferred. But it can lead to some error
messages from the MSE and in Viz Trio - so there is another way of configuring
Media Service.
By entering the hostname in Viz One input field
1. Click Settings > Servers
2. Enter the Media Service URL (not only the hostname) in the Viz One input field.
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The Media Sequencer now thinks it communicates with a Viz One service - and
Media Service uses the same API as Viz One, although no file transfers are needed.
Use this method if it is OK that the Media Sequencer is configured with a Media
Service. Remember that this configuration is common for all users of the Media
Sequencer.
If you use a Media Service, all the Viz Engines must use the Media Service clip
folder as their clip root, i.e. a shared disk. This can affect playout performance. If
you have a single Viz Engine, a Media Service is well suited to run on the same PC
as the Viz Engine, and they both have access to the local clip root folder.
If you have set up a Graphic Hub REST service you have access to images in the
Graphic Hub. These images will have best performance when playing them out
because they can be pre-loaded. Images from Viz One and the Media Service are
loaded when they are played out, and that can produce a small delay.
You can configure all search providers and only search in some of them by
checking or unchecking the boxes in the search provider’s list in the search panel.

6.2.7

Edit graphics, videos and images
Viz Multiplay is not just a playout client. If a show is carefully prepared and an
asset provider is set up, the Viz Multiplay operator can also add and edit elements
during the broadcast or event. This provides for more flexibility in the studio.
This sub-section covers the following topics:
• Example workflow
• Editing elements
• Setting in and out points in video clips
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• Zooming and cropping images
• Editing graphics
Example workflow
In Viz Trio:
1. Prepare a show by importing scenes from a Graphics Hub into a show. These
scenes become templates in the show.
2. Create pages of the most used graphics and drag them to groups in the GFX
playlist.
3. Now these pages are available for the Viz Multiplay operator.
In Viz Multiplay:
1. During the broadcast or event, the Viz Multiplay operator selects the page list
or a playlist in the Show Pane
2. Click a group. Now each group channel is populated with the relevant
elements.
3. The Viz Multiplay operator sees that he needs a new element (a video, an
image or graphics). He finds it in a source (the Media tab, an inbox, the GFX
playlist etc.) and then drags it into the channel where it will be played out.
4. The operator can now edit the element by right clicking and selecting Edit
Editing elements
Common for all operations is that the changes done on the elements being edited
are done ‘live’ on the elements in the Media Sequencer. They are saved
immediately and it is not possible to undo.
Tip: Copy an element by dragging it and pressing CTRL
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Setting in and out points in video clips
The operator can scrub through video clips and set new in or out points.
1. Drag a video into the channel where it will be played out
2. Right-click the video and click Edit
3. Scrub in the timeline to where you want to set an in point.
4. Click the Set Mark In icon or press the i key to set an in point

5. Click the Set Mark Out icon or press the o key to set an out point
See Also
• Editing Videos
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Zooming and cropping images
The operator can add a zoom or crop effect to images.
1. Drag an image into the channel where it will be played out
2. Right-click the image and click Edit
3. Click either Crop or Animation
See Also
• Editing Images
Editing graphics
For graphics, the operator can fill in data into the fields exposed by the scene
designer.

6.3

Setup and configure single and multiple video walls
This section deals with creating a profile and setting up and configuring the
layout of one or several video walls representing the physical screen setup at the
location. Using a separate Viz Engine as an external preview for the video wall is
also covered.
A profile can conceptually be seen as a studio, or a physical location where you
want to control content on a set of screens. The profile can have one or more
video walls - combined walls or single walls, or both.
Tip: The GUI in Viz Multiplay can quickly be crowded with a lot of GFX channels if a
profile containing several video walls. In that case, creating different workspaces to
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hide channels can be a good idea. The workspace is a private setting per Viz
Multiplay client.

This section covers the following topics:
• Get started with one video wall
• Screens with different sizes and resolutions
• Combine video walls
• Setup and use external preview

6.3.1

Get started with one video wall
This sub-section covers the following topics:
• Set up profile and video wall
• Adjust screen dimensions and bezels numbers
• Take presets on air
• Adding content to GFX channels
• Colour correct DVI output
Set up profile and video wall
1. Click Settings > Profiles
2. Create a profile by clicking the Add (+) button in the bottom of the Profiles list

3. Enter a name for the new profile
4. Create a video wall by clicking the Add (+) button in the bottom of the Video
Walls list
5. Enter the hostname of the Viz Engine driving the video wall, the number of
screen rows and columns the video wall consists of (this must match the
NVIDIA Mosaic settings), and how many GFX channels you need to use.
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Note: Currently the Viz Engine supports up to 16 GFX channels, and you need to
license the number of channels you want to use. Do not enable more than you
need. The number of GFX channels does not need to match up with the total
number of screens you have.
Tip: Remember also to enable GFX channels in the Viz config file. See the Viz
Engine Viz Engine Administrator's Guide for more information.

6. Enter an approximate number for the screen width and height.
Note: These numbers can be in any units (mm, cm, pixels etc.). They are just
relative numbers used to calculate where the physical pixels should be drawn.
Later on, you will use the Studio Editor to fine tune the output, so you can leave
the numbers as they are in this dialog box, if your screen is in HD aspect (i.e.
1600x900).
Tip: The screen width and height are the dimensions of the physical rendering
area, not including the frame around the screen.
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Tip: The bezel width and height is half of the horizontal and vertical distance
between the screens.

7. Bezel values must first be set in the NVIDIA Mosaic settings. When that is
done, the GPU knows how large the total output dimension is. The larger the
gap between the screens, the larger output dimension. The point of setting
bezel values in Viz Multiplay is to guide the preset designer on where the
screens are located in the physical wall, and where the ‘dead’ areas are.
The offset values are only used when combining two video walls into one big
area. Leave the values on 0 (zero) for now.
When you Click OK and confirm in the next warning dialog box, Viz Multiplay
will create the necessary Viz and Video engine outputs in the lists to the right,
and also add them to the newly created playout channels for this video wall.
Notice that the channel list now has a channel called A (the main channel) and
a number of GFX channels.
8. Set the main channel as Viz program. All elements not containing an explicit
channel will now be played out on the program channel.

Adjust screen dimensions and bezels numbers
Now that we have a profile with a video wall setup, we should adjust the numbers
we entered for screen dimensions and bezels, so our content matches the
physical screens. This is important if you have a large bezel value, or use multi
video walls. If not, you can skip this step.
We can adjust the configuration visually in the Studio Editor, but first we need to
have something to play out in out GFX channels, so we visually can confirm where
the pixels end up on the screens.
Instructions:
1. Create a new show by clicking Open
2. Click the Add (+) button. Viz Multiplay will create a show with three default
playlists (see previous chapter) and one video wall config preset you can use
to do the wall adjustments.
3. Click Ok
4. To use the new show together with your profile, click Settings > Profiles
5. Click the Activate button.
Tip: Activating a profile is a Media Sequencer operation. You now activate your
show in this profile for all clients while the show is open. Activating a show in a
profile means that the Media Sequencer starts monitoring resources in that
show, so the operation is potentially resource demanding, if the show is big and
contains lots of media assets. Your show can only be active in one profile.
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6. You should now see one group for each channel in the Media Column

7. You now have a videowall tab with one group and one preset called ‘config’ in
the Sources pane in the bottom left corner. Use this preset when you configure
your video wall.

8. In the Sources pane, click the Videowall tab
9. Right click the ‘config’ preset and enter the Video Wall Designer for designing
the layout of the GFX channels
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10. The GFX channels will not match the physical screen setup the first time you
open the Video Wall designer. Right click a GFX channel and select Hide all
channels.
11. Drag channels one by one from the Channel Bin and drop them onto the areas
marking each of the screens.
Tip: For the configuration preset, it is smart to have one GFX channel per screen.
This allows you to see how the physical output of each screen matches with the
configuration.
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12. Save the preset by clicking the Save icon
13. Click Close
Take presets on air
You are now back to the main GUI in Viz Multiplay, and you have created one
default config preset. It’s time to take this on air on the main channel:
1. The Videowall tab is a source for different presets, pre-made to quickly be
used in a show.
2. To play out a preset, drag it onto the PRESETS group in the Shortcuts bar
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3. Click it and verify that the preset now appears in the Armed column
4. Click Take

and verify that it appears in the Program column

Tip: To ensure the preset is on air also watch the Media Sequencer console (it is
smart to run the Media Sequencer in a console during configuration). Also watch
the Viz Engine console, preferably with the Viz commands enabled.

Adding content to GFX channels
Now that the preset is on air, we need some default content in each GFX channel.
See the previous chapter on how to get content into Viz Multiplay.
Play out an image or a scene with some distinct visual edges in each of the GFX
channels. The output may not match each screen, especially if you use screens
with a gap (bezel) between, so we may need to go into the Studio Editor to do the
final tweaking.
1. Right click the Preset in Shortcuts Bar
2. Click Video Wall Designer
3. Click the Studio Editor button
4. In the Studio Editor, adjust bezels and screen dimensions. The content on the
video wall will adjust live as you change the numbers in the GUI.
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Tip: Left click in a text input box and adjust the values by holding down the
mouse button and dragging sideways.

5. When the configuration matches the physical locations and dimensions of the
screens, close the Studio Editor
6. Save the preset.
Colour correct DVI output
You can also do colour correction on the DVI output. This feature requires Viz
3.8.2 or higher. RGB intensity can then be controlled directly on the GPU. This
works by letting Viz Multiplay send the SCANOUT_INTENSITY SET (r,g,b) command
to the Viz Engine, and the engine then sets the intensity values directly on the
NVIDIA graphic card.
Tips:
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The color correction mode is not remembered after the Viz Engine is restarted, so
you need to click “On/Refresh” if you restart Viz Engine. The numbers are
remembered so you do not need to do the color tweaking again.
Enable the Viz expert mode to send Viz commands directly from Viz Multiplay.
The dropdown is pre-filled with some common commands, including enabling
the performance bar, toggling commands on or off in the console and sending the
RENDERER JOIN_SWAPGROUP 1 command. This is necessary for single walls also if
you want to send exact values for the colour correction, if the GUI slider is not
accurate enough.
It is crucial that you test-run your scenes, clips and live sources on the video wall
before going on air. Use the performance bar in the Viz Engine to get an
indication on how the performance is. To enable this, use the Viz expert mode to
send the RENDERER SET_PERFORMANCE 1 command. A performance bar in the
bottom of the renderer window will appear, indicating how many fps the system is
capable of rendering.

6.4

Screens with different sizes and resolutions
The NVIDIA Mosaic setup only supports output to an X * Y matrix of screens with
similar resolution. NVIDIA also recommends that all the screens in a Mosaic video
wall should be the same model. There is a work around for this limitation.
The following topics are covered in this section:
• Workaround limitation relating to output only to screens with same resolution
• Combine video walls
• Setup and use external preview

6.4.1

Workaround limitation relating to output only to screens with same
resolution
It is possible to trick the NVIDIA Mosaic setup to think that it outputs to similar
screens, while the actual screens are of different sizes and resolutions.
The following is an example:

The real video wall has three screens, two smaller screens and one HD screen in
the middle. Mosaic sees three similar HD screens.
In the Video Wall Designer, you can now set a mask on each of the screens so you
can mark the active areas. In this way, the designer of the presets can have a
visual indication of where the ‘dead’ areas are and where the active output is.
1. Play the config preset out on air, with some content in each GFX channel.
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2. Open the Video Wall Designer for the config preset
3. Adjust the GFX channels until the output matches the real screen area

4. Activate the Live function by clicking the checkbox. This will play out content
while you adjust the GFX channels in the editor

5. Right click the GFX channel and click Set mask
6. Repeat for all the non standard screens in the video wall
7. Clear mask
In the case above, we set the same mask for GFX3 but did not make changes to
GFX2. This video wall setup will now have a mask so the person who designs
presets can see where the active and dead areas are.
If you disable the GFX channels (by clicking them in the Channel Bin), you will see
the physical layout of the screens:
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When dragging GFX channels from the Channel Bin and dropping them on the
gray (active) areas, they will snap to the active area, as shown here:

6.4.2

Combine video walls
In Viz Multiplay multiple video walls can be merged into one studio. Each wall is
controlled by one Viz Engine, and content in a GFX channel can then span over
both walls. Each Viz Engine plays out the same content, but different parts of it.
One use case for this feature can be to let content “fly” from wall to wall by
switching between presets where the GFX channels are placed respectively on the
first and second wall, or simply to have content span over two walls.
This section covers the following topics:
• Combine video walls
• Adjust the layout on the new multi video wall
Tip: This feature should be tested thoroughly on actual hardware and actual content.
Two physical video walls driven by two Viz Engines can have different physical
output and performance. Videos will not be frame accurately synced.

Combine video walls
1. Click Settings > Profiles
2. Select your profile
3. Add a new video wall by clicking the Add + button in the Video wall list.
4. In the Video Wall dialog box, choose the first video wall in the “Merge into”
dropdown.
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5. Enter values into Wall Offset Top and Wall Offset Left

Note: These values are just relative numbers in any units. They indicate where
your second video wall is placed relative to the first one. Do not worry if you do
not provide accurate numbers now, you will use the Studio Editor to fine tune
them visually in the next step.

6. Click OK
7. A notification appears confirming your decision to create and merge video
walls.
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Note: Now this second wall will share the main and GFX channels with the first
wall, so these settings will be disabled in the dialog box.

8. Click Yes.
Adjust the layout on the new multi video wall
1. Open the Video Wall Designer for the config preset (In Sources panel click the
Video Wall Tab and then ‘config’ in the list. Then right click the config preset
and click Video Wall Designer.)
2. The GFX channels will now not match the physical layout. Remove them by
right clicking a GFX channel and select Hide all channels
3. Adjust the GFX channels to fill out each of the screens in the physical layout, if
you have enough GFX channels
4. The example below has two walls are used in the example below: a 4x2 wall
and a 3x1 wall below. The numbers we entered in the config did not match up
with the physical locations of the screens, so we have to use the Studio Editor
to fine tune it.

5. Go back to the main view and play out content in the relevant GFX channels to
see how it fits the physical output.
6. Enter the Studio Editor and adjust the offset, bezels and screen dimensions
until the output matches the screens:
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Tip: Remember that you can adjust values in the Studio Editor by dragging them
sideways with the mouse button.

Note: In practice, you know the layout of the physical screens before you start the
configuration in Viz Multiplay. Take some basic measurements of screen size and
wall placement and enter these numbers in the Edit Video Wall Setup dialogue box in
Settings. Create the walls there first and then use the Video Wall Designer and the
Studio Editor to fine tune the values.

6.4.3

Setup and use external preview
The Armed column will give you a hint of what is ready to be played out, but not
an accurate preview. If you want a real Viz Engine preview of the content ready to
be played out you must configure an external Viz Engine as a preview. Depending
on how much hardware you have available, this preview can be a simple VGA
version of the Viz Engine, a Video Engine with a simulated Matrox hardware (a
Matrox X.Open dongle), or a full Viz Engine with high end graphic cards and
NVIDIA Mosaic.
Keep in mind the following:
• It is possible to preview live sources if your preview engine is a video enabled
Viz Engine with a Matrox video card. In this case, the SDI in signals must be
split to go into both the video wall and the preview engine.
• Viz Trio’s local Viz preview can also be used as an external preview. But it is
mainly used for testing, because Viz Trio’s local preview function (reading
pages) and the video wall preview will conflict.
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To setup and use external preview
1. Click Settings > Profiles
2. Click on a profile and create a new video wall inside of it
3. This video wall will represent the preview wall. If you use a Viz Engine with one
screen to preview the video wall, enter the same amount of GFX channels as in
the main wall. However, set the rows and columns to 1 and name it, for
example, Preview Wall

4. Click OK to generate the channels for the preview wall
Note: These will not be visible in the main playout GUI

5. Double click the main video wall in the Video Wall list in your profile.
6. Select your newly created preview wall in the “External Preview” combo box.
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7. Click OK
Now, whenever you arm presets and elements (with 1-TAP mode disabled), these
elements are played out on the preview engine. In this way, the preview engine
can act as a “real” preview for the main wall, depending on what kind of hardware
you use as a preview wall.

6.5

Presets
Presets describe the layout of the GFX channels in the video wall. Each GFX
channel can have either a clip, a graphic element or an image. GFX channels are
not bound to the size and dimensions of the physical video wall setup. A preset
can have GFX channels spanning over several screens, and vice versa - several
GFX channels can be placed inside a physical screen. GFX channels can also
overlap each other. In addition, they have an Z-order, which allows content to be
combined in GFX channels that are placed on top of each other.
The definition of presets encompasses the following:
• Presets are regular graphic elements playing out the DynamicChannel scene,
which keeps track of the positions of the GFX channels. When you import the
DynamicChannel scene in Viz Trio and create a page from it, you are left with
a preset. This element can be edited and played out from Viz Trio as well as
from Viz Multiplay.
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• Presets are pages in a show that are not technically tied to one special video
wall configuration in a profile. Rather, in reality, the presets of a show will not
be usable for a different video wall setup. Therefore, the presets that are
created in a show should only be used together with one special profile.
The following topics are covered in this section:
• Creating presets
• Using your new presets
• Fine tune size or position of GFX channels
• Workflow without using the VideoWall tab

6.5.1

Creating presets
1. Start by creating a video wall setup in a profile
2. Create a show.
Tip: For instructions on creating a show, see To create a new show with Viz
Multiplay

3. Activate the profile
4. When you create the new show, Viz Multiplay automatically creates a special
playlist for presets. This will appear under the Videowall tab in the sources
pane

5. If you want to organize your presets in groups, create a few new groups in the
Videowall playlist, or keep the existing “Default” group.
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6. Create some presets in one of the groups by clicking the Add (+) button.

Note: The presets created in the video wall playlist should be seen as templates.
They can not be played out directly, unless you are in the Video Wall Designer.
The purpose of this step is for someone to prepare a set of basic presets that
can be used later when the content of the show is created. The presets are
created default with a 4x2 layout.

7. Right-click a group to connect it to a video wall in the active profile.
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6.5.2

Using your new presets
1. Right click them in the Videowall tab and enter the Video Wall Designer
2. In the Video Wall designer, you can reorganize the layout of the GFX channels
3. Save the presets when you are finished

Tip: Play out the content in the renderer in all the GFX channels before adjusting the
GFX channels in the Video Wall Designer. This allows you to click Take or check the
Live box from within the Video Wall Designer. This will automatically adjust the
positions and dimensions of the content when working in the Video Wall Designer.

Tip: If you have GFX channels that should be invisible in a preset - do not disable
them. In terms of performance, it is better to drag them outside the video wall area
and/or resize them to a smaller size.

6.5.3

Fine tune size or position of GFX channels
You are left with some preset templates with different layouts after working with
the presets in the Video Wall Designer.
If you need to fine tune the size or positions of the GFX channels, do the
following:
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1. Enter the Video Wall Designer and click the Take button
2. Return to the main GUI in Viz Multiplay
3. Play some content out in each GFX channel and enter the Video Wall Designer
again
4. Now check the ‘Live’ box and fine tune the GFX channels
5. The output on the physical screens will update live as you adjust the GFX
channels in the Video Wall Designer.

6.5.4

Workflow without using the VideoWall tab
This workflow is more suitable when you have a fixed set of presets that can be
created and prepared before the broadcast or event, and when the Viz Multiplay
operator does not need to change any content.
1. Create a show
2. Drag the default preset from Videowall tab into your shortcuts playlist
Note: Optional: Go to Settings > General and select (No playlist set) in the
Videowalls dropdown. Now the Videowall tab disappears from the Sources panel
and appears in the Show panel.

3. You now have one preset in the shortcuts playlist. Right click it and select
Video Wall Designer
4. Make your adjustments and click the Save As button to save more presets.
The end result is the same in this workflow: A set of presets in the Shortcuts bar,
ready to control the layout of the video wall.

See Also
• Shortcuts Bar

6.6

Creating prefilled walls
Presets represent the layout of the video wall. Each GFX channel has a size and a
position. When you change a preset on air, the content of each GFX channel stays
the same and the GFX channel moves to the new position.
But imagine a scenario where you play out both a layout and content at the same
time. You may have a fixed set of images, clips or graphics for a special occasion,
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such as an opener for a show. Or you prepared a set of content for a news story.
In that case, you want to prepare both a preset and its content and save it as a
filled preset, and let the Viz Multiplay operator play it out with one click or tap.
The following topics are covered in this section:
• Example workflow
• Preparing content for playout
• Playing out content
• Workspaces

6.6.1

Example workflow
The following is an example workflow:
1. Create a new group in the shortcuts playlist
Note: The shortcuts playlist already contains one group called “Presets”. Now you
want to have an additional group for your pre-filled walls. This group will appear
as a tab in the Shortcuts bar.

2. Drag a preset from the Videowall tab to your new group in Shortcuts, or the
main channel (usually channel ‘A’).
3. Right click the preset and select “Edit Content”.
4. You can drag elements from the different tabs (Media, inboxes, the GFX
playlist) from the editor that appears down to the GFX channels in the video
wall.

5. Edit individual elements in a video wall by clicking the play symbol.
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6. Finally, close the editor when the video wall preset is filled (partly or
completely) with elements.
7. In Viz Multiplay, the preset thumbnails in the “Walls” group in the shortcuts
playlist should now reflect the content put into the video wall preset.

Tip: It is possible to fill only one or some of the GFX channels in a filled preset. The
existing content on air of the non-filled GFX channels will then stay on air when a
partly-filled preset is played out.

6.6.2

Preparing content for playout
Initializing
Graphics should be initialized before the broadcast or event. Initializing means
that the renderer will load into memory all resources needed to play out the
graphics, so they will appear instantly when taken on air.
Initialize a show
To initialize the show, click the Initialize button. If you hover the mouse pointer
over the button, the progress of the initialization will show in the tooltip.

Tip: Initializing during a broadcast may impact scenes playing on air.
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Clean up the renderer
Click the Cleanup button to clean up the renderer, i.e. unload all resources from
the memory of the renderer, which may be necessary periodically.

Arming
You can arm elements, which means preparing them to be played on air, in Viz
Multiplay. Armed videos are prepared by the MSE, so the first frame is ready in the
renderer. Images and graphics are not pre-loaded in any explicit way. To arm
elements, disable 1-Tap mode so the Armed column becomes visible.
Armed elements are visible in all Viz Multiplay clients connected to the same MSE.
If two operators want to arm their own private content on the same channel, ready
to be played out, they will conflict. To resolve this - it is possible to select
different workspaces for the two operators. Armed elements are visible per
workspace - so if the first operator has activated his own workspace, his armed
elements are not visible for the second operator in another workspace.

6.6.3

Playing out content
There are several ways of playing out elements in the renderer. The simplest way
is to click an element, which sends it to the armed column or directly on air if 1Tap mode is enabled.
Tip: It is possible to select elements manually from one or more groups and click
Take Selected or Arm Selected. You can de-select elements by holding down the
CTRL key.

Viz Multiplay also has another, more story-centric way of playing out elements:
1. Organize your material in groups, for example one group per story.
Tip: Each group can have one or more elements placed in the order they will be
played on air. Elements can also be assigned to the channel where they should
appear.

2. The first element in each channel will be selected when the operator clicks a
group (story)
3. Now all the selected elements can be played out or armed by clicking Take
Selected or Arm Selected
4. The selection now jumps to the next element in each group
5. When this procedure is repeated, Viz Multiplay can be used as a tool for
sequential playout of elements ordered in a story-centric fashion.
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Tip: There should always be a preset on air when using Viz Multiplay with video wall
presets. The preset element plays out in the middle layer on the main channel of the
renderer (normally host:6100). The GFX channels will not show without a preset on
air.

6.6.4

Workspaces
The workspaces can be used to adapt the GUI to one specific role, such as the
anchor in the studio or the person responsible for playing out a part of the video
wall. In each workspace it is possible to hide channels that should not be visible
for the Viz Multiplay operator.
The main channel should often be hidden from the user. The main channel of a
videowall is used to play out the presets, which are usually located in the
Shortcuts bar. It is therefore not necessary to populate or show the main channel
(normally called ‘A’) in the GUI.
To hide the A channel:
1. Go to Settings > Workspaces
2. Create a new workspace by clicking the Add (+) button in the Workspaces list
3. Add the names of the channels you wish to hide by clicking the Add (+) button
in the Hidden Channels list
Tip: Hide multiple channels by right-clicking the Hidden Channels panel and
selecting the relevant channels from the context menu. See Hide channel context
menu.

4. Enter the name of the channel to hide
Note: This will hide the channel regardless of which profile is active. If you hide
channel ‘A’ in the workspace, the channel called “A” will be hidden for all profiles
you activate.

5. Activate the workspace by clicking the Activate button

Example workflow
A nice workflow is to create a workspace where you hide all GFX channels and
only show the main channel. In addition, remove the shortcuts playlist and
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increase the thumbnail size to 200. Then you can drag presets from the Videowall
tab over to the A channel and fill them with content. You will then have a GUI
where the operator can control full walls, but not individual elements.

Only the main channel is visible in this workspace, and the thumbnails have a
maximum size. With one click or tap, the Viz Multiplay operator can now toggle
complete walls with layout and content.

6.7

Working with Viz Pilot and MOS content
This section covers integrating Viz Multiplay with Viz Pilot and MOS playlists. In
addition, it deals with setting up a Pilot Data Server directly in Viz Multiplay.
The following topics are presented here:
• Viz Pilot playlists
• MOS workflow
• Pilot Data Server
Definitions and how-to add playlists:
• Internal playlists (show playlists): These are owned by the show. They are
exported together with the show, and they are deleted when removed from
the show. Viz Multiplay automatically creates three internal playlists when
creating a new show: Shortcuts (for often used presets), GFX (for source
graphics) and videowall (for source presets that can be dragged into the show
or into shortcuts).
• External playlists: These are playlists created by an external system such as
Viz Pilot or a MOS playlist from a newsroom system. These playlists are not
owned by the show, but they are only referred to from the show. They will look
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like internal playlists, but they will not be deleted when they are removed from
the show.
• To add a playlist, click the Add (+) button to the right of the tabs in the Show
pane. You can now choose between adding an internal or external playlist.

6.7.1

Viz Pilot playlists
You probably have created one or more Viz Pilot playlists if you have already set
up your Media Sequencer in a Viz Pilot workflow.
These playlists can be added as external playlists to your show:
1. Click the Add (+) button to the right of the tabs in the Show pane
2. Click Add external playlist
3. Browse to the playlist you want to add and click Ok
Tip: Organize elements in shows and playlists in groups to ensure that they appear
in Viz Multiplay.

You cannot edit the elements in this type of playlist if the Media Sequencer is set
up with an Oracle connection to the Viz Pilot database. Then you must use Viz
Pilot to edit the elements.
You can, however, edit the elements in a Viz Pilot playlist by right clicking an
element and selecting Edit if the Media Sequencer is set up to connect to a Pilot
Data Server (which can be backed either by an Oracle database or a Viz Graphic
Hub). The elements are then put back to the database through an HTTP
connection to the Pilot Data Server. The Media Sequencer will detect this change
and update the element in the Media Sequencer automatically.

6.7.2

MOS workflow
The Media Sequencer contains one or more MOS playlists if set up in a Newsroom
workflow connected to a Viz Gateway. The Media Sequencer is responsible for
communicating with the Newsroom system through the MOS protocol and
keeping the MOS playlists up to date. The changes are reflected immediately in
Viz Multiplay.
These playlists can be added as external playlists to your show:
1. Click the Add (+) button to the right of the tabs in the Show pane.
2. Select Add external playlist
3. Browse to the MOS playlist you want to add and click Ok
Initially, the MOS playlist will be empty. To request it from the VIz Gateway, right
click the MOS status label and select Request.
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The Media Sequencer will now take ownership of the MOS playlist and update it
live whenever the rundown changes.
The MOS playlists are organized in stories (groups), so the elements will be visible
in Viz Multiplay. Each story will become one group in Viz Multiplay. Clicking the
group will expose the elements in the group, organized per channel. Elements in
a MOS playlist are owned by the newsroom system, so they cannot be edited.
However, it is possible to drag them from one channel to another channel.
Assign Channel
In Avid iNEWS, you can specify the playout channel by right clicking the item in the
story and selecting Assign Channel.

When the Media Sequencer receives the MOS playlist, it sets the channel on the
elements so Viz Multiplay can organize them under the right channel in the GUI.
This channel must exist in the active profile. Elements without a channel will
appear under the channel set as the Program channel.
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Write channel to newsroom system
If you drag a MOS element in Viz Multiplay to another channel, it is possible to
write the new channel back to the newsroom system. This feature must be
enabled with Viz Trio:

You can release the MOS playlist from the Media Sequencer by right-clicking the
MOS status bar and selecting Release. The Media Sequencer will stop updating the
playlist for all clients connected to this Media Sequencer, so exercise caution
when releasing a MOS playlist.

6.7.3

Pilot Data Server
Viz Multiplay can connect to a Pilot Data Server if one is installed on your system.
In which case, it can use the graphics directly without using an external Viz Pilot
playlist.
To set up this workflow, both Viz Multiplay and the Media Sequencer must be
configured to use the same Pilot Data Server.
In Viz Multiplay
1. Go to Settings > Servers
2. Enter the URL or hostname to the Pilot Data Server in the Pilot Data Server
input field
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Tip: If you only enter the host name, press TAB and Viz Multiplay will auto
complete the full URL.

3. The Templates tab will appear in the Sources pane if Viz Multiplay connects to
the Pilot Data Server

Tip: The Templates tab not appearing after configuring the Pilot Data Server URL in
Viz Multiplay probably means that the URL is unreachable. Type the URL in a browser
to see if you can connect to a Pilot Data Server.

The Templates tab contains the Viz Pilot concepts and templates. Drag a template
over to the playlist area. Now Viz Multiplay will create a new Viz Pilot database
element and insert a reference to it into the Media Sequencer. The Media
Sequencer is responsible for connecting to the Viz Pilot database and insert it into
the Media Sequencer so it can be played out. The Media Sequencer will also keep
the element up to date whenever someone changes the database element.
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To setup the Viz Pilot connection in the Media Sequencer:
1. Go to http://mse_host:8580/app/pilotdbconfig/pilotdbconfig.html in a
browser
2. Then add the host and port to the Pilot Data Server in the config GUI.
Note: You may have to restart the Media Sequencer.

When you edit the Viz Pilot elements in Viz Multiplay (right click and select Edit),
the changes are sent directly to the Viz Pilot database through HTTP. The Media
Sequencer will detect this change and update the element in the Media Sequencer
automatically.
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7

Troubleshooting
This section lists tips for troubleshooting the Viz Multiplay application. Also see
the Related Documents for help with other Vizrt products.
Note: To view log messages and version information, go to the Status Bar.

This section contains:
• Known Issues
• Tricks and Hints
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Troubleshooting

7.1

Known Issues
Known issues in Viz Multiplay:
• Thumbnails for graphics with video texture will only display the graphic.
• Running Cleanup also cleans up the Presets scene. Therefore, after a cleanup,
you must run a Preset before running other elements. To do this, click on a
Preset.
• Do not initialize while one air, as this can result in a lag in the graphics output.
• If a playlist is activated by a Viz Trio client, then it will be deactivated if that
Viz Trio client shuts down, and Viz Multiplay will lose its active profile. Always
set the Active Profile for a playlist in Viz Multiplay.
• Viz Multiplay does not support videos with overlay graphics.
• Using color correction together with a bezel in the NVIDIA Mosaic setup will
require Viz Engine 3.8.3.

7.2

Tricks and Hints
Tricks and Hints for Viz Engine 3.8.2 or later
Make sure you read and follow the recommendations in the Video Wall
Configuration section of the Viz Engine Administrator’s Guide.
• To get better performance, start viz.exe with parameter -w. In addition, set
the setting create_default_renderer = 1 in the config file.
• To see commands: “send MAIN SHOW_COMMANDS ON”.
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• If video clips and transitions flicker, send the command “RENDERER
JOIN_SWAPGROUP 1”.
• Remember that playing clips requires that all that frame rates and refresh
rates match the videos - both in Clip in formats, renderer format and on the
actual physical screens.
• To see performance, send the command “RENDERER SET_PERFORMANCE 1”.
Tricks and Hints for NVIDIA Mosaic
Common Requirements
• Turn off Aero (this is what actually introduces tearing, but it removes
unaccounted visual stutters)
• All monitors connected to the GPU must be identical models and running at
identical resolutions/refresh rates. You can not have a different resolution/
model 'control' monitor connected to the system without introducing tearing
in at least one of the displays.
• On cards that only support 2 outputs at a time (Nvidia Fermi and earlier
chipsets), the outputs should be connected using identical connections. Either
both DVI or both DisplayPort, or both DVI using DisplayPort->DVI dongles,
etc.
• If possible, the monitors should be combined into a single large virtual
monitor using Nvidia's Mosaic or AMD's EyeFinity technology.
• Only have one window rendering. If you are outputting to multiple monitors
use a single large window that covers your entire desktop, not one window per
monitor.
Quadros
• When setting up Mosaic, be sure to not move monitors around using this
dialog. Due to a driver bug this will disable the Preset you are trying to use in
the next step. If your monitors are connected in reverse, change the
connections manually.
• In the Nvidia Control Panel, go to the "Manage 3D settings" page and select
"Video Editing" as the profile/preset to be used.
• Ensure the Windows taskbar is not on top of your display window.
We have tested our system with an external blackburst sync signal, if you try to
use anything else than NTSC or PAL as sync format the screen will start to flicker.
For normal 50 Hz European format use PAL.
Performance Issues
The DynamicChannel scene must be seen as a template. It must never be used in
the distributed version. It must be modified by a Viz Artist expert on location to
match the customer system.
This will improve performance significantly:
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• In DynamicChannel, disable or preferably remove all GFX channels not in use.
(The default DynamicChannels scene has 16 GFX channels, of which eight are
disabled.)
In addition, during the playout situation:
Before going on air, "warm up" (take) all the scenes that are going to be taken.
Initializing is often not enough. Scenes should be taken on air and out again at
least once on their GFX channel. The next time they are taken, Viz Engine displays
them without affecting the overall performance.
Always take a preset on air before the show starts. Never take presets out. There
should always be a preset on air.
In general
Configuring a video wall setup is not straight forward. Make sure you read and
follow this advice.
Tip: There are many factors impacting the performance of a video wall driven by one
Viz Engine, so try experimenting and fine tune the setup with real content and real
constraints.

7.3

Frequently Asked Questions
• Does Viz Multiplay support video walls with non HD aspects?
• Do I have to upgrade Viz Engine or Media Sequencer to use Viz Multiplay?
• Do I need Viz Trio to set up Viz Multiplay?
• Can I use Viz Pilot instead of Viz Trio?
• What is the technical limitation of playing HD clips?
• Does the playlist update after changes in the newsroom system rundown?
• Can Viz Multiplay play out graphics created via Viz Pilot templates?
• Can Viz Multiplay open a playlist from Viz Pilot?
• Can Viz Multiplay open a MOS rundown? What is the workflow?
• How do I run movie clips?
• Can we have live input in one of the monitors or across a group?
• Can I use a touch screen monitor in my live-to-air control room?
• Can Viz Multiplay be controlled by Viz Mosart, VDCP, Viz Trio or Viz Pilot?
• Can Viz Multiplay be integrated into a newsroom/Mosart/Pilot workflow?
• Can we use Social TV as a source for Viz Multiplay?
• Do I need a Viz One to feed Viz Multiplay with clips and images?
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Does Viz Multiplay support video walls with non HD aspects?
As long as the video wall can be set up with NVIDIA Mosaic, Viz Engine will see the
total resolution of the wall as one renderer area. For video wall setup, see the
Video Wall Configuration section of the Viz Engine Administrator’s Guide.
If the GFX channels has non HD aspect, this is the matrix of what Viz Multiplay
support:
Table 1:

Viz Multiplay 1.1

Viz Multiplay 2.x

Images

No *

Yes **

Videos

No ***

No ***

Scenes

Yes

Yes

• (*) The StillAndVideo scene in Viz Multiplay 1.1 uses MaxSize plugins to try to
box images into the GFX channel. This does not work outside the HD aspect.
• (**) The StillAndVideo scene in Viz Multiplay 2.0 can box any image aspect into
a GFX channel of any aspect. It will not stretch the image, only fill out the
height or width of the GFX channel.
• (***) Videos in Viz Multiplay 1.1 and 2.0 are limited to the broadcast formats
and aspects supported by the clip channels in Viz Engine.
Playing out both images and videos in non standard formats is possible though,
with heavy modifications of the StillAndVideo scene and in VDOM. Contact Vizrt
Support for more details.
In the profile config of Viz Multiplay - you can set the aspect of each GFX channel.
This only affects the way we draw the thumbnails in the GUI - so if GFX7 is
assigned to 32:9 content, the thumbnails in this channel look better. There is no
need to explicitly set this aspect for playout.
Do I have to upgrade Viz Engine or Media Sequencer to use Viz Multiplay?
The video wall features require Media Sequencer 3.0 (3.1.1 recommended) and
Viz Artist 3.8.2.
Do I need Viz Trio to set up Viz Multiplay?
A Viz Trio client is not strictly needed for Viz Multiplay. If you are using Viz
Multiplay for clips and images only, you may not need Viz Trio.
However Viz Trio is required if you need to:
• Import graphics from a Viz Engine
• Configure a Viz Gateway (a MOS/newsroom workflow)
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Can I use Viz Pilot instead of Viz Trio?
No. Viz Trio is required for some of the setup mentioned above.
What is the technical limitation of playing HD clips?
The technical limitation of the number of channels is 16, but that requires 4
Nvidia Quadro K/M6000 graphic cards. 16 DVI outputs should then theoretically
be able to play 8 clips and 8 stills/graphics. However the performance is very
much dependent of the hardware and the resource load of the Viz scenes.
Viz Multiplay 2.0 has been tested with 2 M6000 cards and 8 clips at the same
time.
Does the playlist update after changes in the newsroom system rundown?
Yes. It is the Media Sequencer that communicates through the MOS protocol with
the newsroom system (ENPS, iNews etc.). Any update is handled by the Media
Sequencer, and the playlist in Viz Multiplay will automatically display the changes.
Can Viz Multiplay play out graphics created via Viz Pilot templates?
Yes. Create a Viz Pilot rundown with the graphics, images and videos you want to
play out. The playlist will automatically be available in Viz Multiplay.
Can Viz Multiplay open a playlist from Viz Pilot?
Yes. Add the playlist to the show with the Add button on the Show pane. Once
open in Viz Multiplay, the playlist updates dynamically, as it is changed in Viz
Pilot.
Click the Add (+) button in the Show Pane to open an existing external playlist.
See To Add a New Playlist.
Can Viz Multiplay open a MOS rundown? What is the workflow?
Yes, you can add any external playlist to the show - so both the show and the
added playlist(s) are available in Viz Multiplay. In this way the user can, for
example, have a show with video wall presets and other more permanent
elements, and add a MOS rundown or a Viz Pilot rundown to this show to make
the MOS/Viz Pilot elements available too.
How do I run movie clips?
Simply click or tap them and they will either be armed or played directly on air.
Can we have live input in one of the monitors or across a group?
Yes. Custom scenes with a live input source must be created in Viz Artist and
imported by Viz Trio as regular pages. These pages can be placed in the inbox
show and then dragged into any channel.
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Can I use a touch screen monitor in my live-to-air control room?
Viz Multiplay can easily be operated for playout on touch devices, but it is not
advisable to do editing on them. We have found Firefox to have the best touch
screen experience when using Viz Multiplay.
Can Viz Multiplay be controlled by Viz Mosart, VDCP, Viz Trio or Viz Pilot?
Not really. The Media Sequencer does not support detecting the last taken
element per channel. This means that even though a playlist can be controlled by
external triggering or a control client, Viz Multiplay will not detect elements taken
on air, and the elements will not show up in the Program or Armed column.
Can Viz Multiplay be integrated into a newsroom/Mosart/Pilot workflow?
No, not in Viz Multiplay 2.x. Contact Vizrt Support for more information.
Can we use Social TV as a source for Viz Multiplay?
Yes. Social TV creates regular Viz Trio pages in a show that can be opened or used
as an inbox in Viz Multiplay, so the elements can be controlled by Viz Multiplay.
Do I need a Viz One to feed Viz Multiplay with clips and images?
We do recommend having a Viz One or a Media Service installed and configured
on the Media Sequencer. It is also possible to use a Graphic Hub REST service as a
source for images.

7.4

Troubleshooting
• The Viz Engine output keeps going black randomly
• When I run Viz Engine in fullscreen my graphic quality downgrades to SD
• Video transfer from a search result to a GFX channel stays on 0%
• Video transfer from a search result gives errors
• The search panel looks disabled and it returns an error about Viz One
• My clips/graphics do not appear on the output engines when I put them on air
• No thumbnails for my graphics appear in Viz Multiplay
• The show opens but doesn’t display any stories or content
• I have set up profiles but get an error about No Viz/video program
• Problems running Preview Server
The Viz Engine output keeps going black randomly
If you are using your Viz Engine as a preview server you may see this behavior.
Use another Viz Engine to serve out thumbnails.
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When I run Viz Engine in fullscreen my graphic quality downgrades to SD
This typically happens when using multiple screens. Verify that Video wall/Multi

display is set correctly in your Viz Engine.

Go to Viz Configuration > Video Output > Video wall/Multi display, and set this to
“active”.
Video transfer from a search result to a GFX channel stays on 0%
This can happen if Media Sequencer hasn’t grabbed the information for asset
storage(s).
To resolve this either:
• In Viz Multiplay, go to Settings > General > Active Profile, and set it to No
Profile, and then back to the one you were using. This will reinitiate all
transfers. Or,
• In Viz Trio, set the pagelist to inactive, and then active again, which reinitiates
all transfers. Then in Viz Trio, confirm that videos can be searched for, added
to the playlist and played out.
Video transfer from a search result gives errors
ARDFTP and ‘No destination available’ errors can occur when there is an error
with the publishing point in Viz One. Verify that your Viz One can FTP into your
Viz Engine.
The search panel looks disabled and it returns an error about Viz One
Viz Multiplay can’t access Viz One. This could be because there is no network
connection to the Viz One, or because there is incorrect host or login information.
In Viz Trio, verify the Viz One configuration by going to “Search Media” and
performing a search. In Viz Multiplay, when you get the Viz One popup, use the
same credentials as you used in Viz Trio.
My clips/graphics do not appear on the output engines when I put them on air
Always double check that the elements can be played out from Viz Trio. Also, run
the Media Sequencer in a console (not as a service) to get more information on
what’s wrong when taking elements on air. The messages in the Media Sequencer
console are often very useful.
No thumbnails for my graphics appear in Viz Multiplay
The Media Sequencer produces the thumbnail URLs for the elements, so it needs
to have a Preview Server configured:
1. Go to Settings > Servers in Viz Multiplay, and verify that a preview server host
is set.
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2. When Viz Multiplay is loading, inspect the network traffic in the browser and
look for the requests to the Preview Server. Check the HTTP response, which
contains an error message.
The show opens but doesn’t display any stories or content
If a Viz Trio show contains elements which are not within a group, then they will
not be visible in Viz Multiplay. The show may appear empty in Viz Multiplay, even
though the Viz Trio show contains elements.
Create a group in the show and move elements into the group.
I have set up profiles but get an error about No Viz/video program
The error may look like “No Viz/video program for this entry. Please check the
Viz/video program output configuration”.
This means that an element has been added to a channel that does not support it
(eg. adding video to a graphics channel or vice versa). This can also occur if a
profile is selected which does not have a program channel. Also try to deactivate
the profile and reactivate it again.
Problems running Preview Server
To troubleshoot the Preview Server, go to the debug page for the Media
Sequencer on http://mse_host:8580/debug and browse to your show elements.
Do you see thumbnails on this page? If not, click on the thumbnail and you will
get an error message. You can also inspect the network traffic in the browser (in
Chrome and Firefox by pressing F12 and going to ‘Network’) when loading the
show in Viz Multiplay. Inspect the HTTP response of the broken Preview Server
requests. This should give you a hint as to where the problem lies.
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